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Hazel Council
to kick off
year with all
six seats filled
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. —Hazel Mayor
Kerry Vasseur has sworn in all
elected Hazel City Council
members allowing the council
to kick off the new year with all
six seats filled
for 2009.
Vasseur said
Tuesday morning that incumbents Nancy
Mieure. Joe
Thompson, Pat
Latimer and
Lori Charlton
Vasseur
been
have
sworn in along with newcomers
Michelle Sharpe and Joycelyn
Hardin.
—This is the first time we've
had the entire six-member
council seated since I've been
here and 1 don't know how long
before that," Vasseur said.
Councilwoman Nancy Mieure
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Greg Harris, left, and William
Morris, with Midwest Steel
Contractors in Murray, raise an
American flag in June high into
the air as the final, highest piece
of framework is placed into position atop the five-story expansion
project currently underway at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. See the "2008 in
Review" section in today's
Murray Ledger & Times.

Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday...Sunny.
Highs in the lower 40s
North winds 10 to 20 mph.
Wednesday
night...Mostly clear Lows in
the lower 20s. North winds
5 to 10 mph in the evening
shifting to the southeast.
New Year's Day...Mostly
sunny. Highs in the mid 40s.
South winds 10 to 15 mph.
Thursday night...Mostly
cloudy. Lows in the lower
30s.
Friday...Mostly cloudy.
Highs in the mid 40s
Friday night...Mostly
clear. Lows in the mid 20s.
Saturday. Partly sunny.
Highs in the mid 40s.
Saturday night. Mostly
cloudy.
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Financial woes picked as
Kentucky's top news story
In politics, Kentucky voters
turned out in record numbers
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
RANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Walloped by a series of
financial blows, political
leaders in Kentucky spent much
of the past year looking for
places to cut government spending. and as 2008 drew to a close,
economists were warning of
more misery ahead.
Gov. Steve Beshear originally
whittled some $430 million out
of the state budget in a move
that affected a broad array of
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government services and even
forced layoffs in some local
governments and school districts. Then came news of additional shortfalls of $456 million
in the general fund and $100
million in the road fund.
The financial woes were voted
the top Kentucky story of 2008
by The Associated Press member newspapers and broadcasters. That was no surprise to
Beshear, who has been forced to
make broad cuts in government
spending.

"Kentucky's state budget has
been the most pressing issue for
me in my first year as governor," he said."My first directive
has been to reduce state government spending because that's
what families are doing all
across the commonwealth during this trying economy."
Beshear, looking for ways to
raise revenue to offset some of
the nearly St billion in shortfalls, proposed in December
raising the state's cigarette tax to
SI a pack and to double the tax
on snuff and other tobacco products. That move, which Beshear
believes is politically acceptable

II See Page 2A

AP Photo/Ed Reinke. Re
In this Tuesday. Nov. 4, 2008, file photo, U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky, waves to supporters as he celebrates his
re-election win over Democratic challenger Bruce Lunsford in
Louisville. Ky.
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By DAVID CFtARY
AP National Writer
EW YORK(AP)— The
epic election that made
Barack Obama the first
‘trican-American president
was the top news story of 2008
-- followed closely by the economic meltdown that will test
his leadership, according to
U.S. editors and news directors
voting in The Associated Pres,;'
annual poll.
The campaign, with subplots
emerging throughout the year,
received 100 first-place votes
out of 155 ballots cast for the
top 10 stories. Two other political sagas — the history-making
candidacies of Hillary Rodharn
Clinton and Sarah Palin — also
made the list.
.
The vast economic crisis;
plunging the U.S. into recession
and ravaging many business
sectors worldwide, was the No-.
2 story, receiving 49 first-place
votes. The precipitous rise and
tall of oil prices was No. 3.
The top story of 2007 was the
massacre of 32 people at
Virginia Tech University by a
mentally disturbed student gunman.
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Brian Russell Billings in
September.
The charges - conspiracy,
misapplication of property and
obstruction of justice - were
brought after a yearlong FBI
probe into the awarding of $130
million in state highway construction contracts during Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's administration.
The three men entered not guilty
pleas. Their trial is set for April
28.
The death of filly Eight Bells
at the Kentucky Derby made the
list of top state stories at No. 6.
The 3-year-old broke both of
her front ankles moments after
finishing second to Big Brown
and was euthanized on the track
at Churchill Downs. Her death
sparked widespread cries for
safety reforms across the thoroughbred industry and even
some questions about whether
the filly's bloodlines emphasized speed at the expense of
soundness.
A wind storm that swept
through the state in September
made the Top 10 list at No. 7.
The remnants of Hurricane Ike
hit the state with gusts of up to
75 mph. knocking out power to
an estimated 600,000 customers
across Kentucky. National
Guardsmen were brought into
Louisville, one of the hardest hit
cities, to help remove debris and
manage traffic. At least two
deaths were blamed on the

From Front
most Kentuckians, would
generate $81 million this fiscal
year and $144 million the next
- not nearly enough to offset
the revenue losses.
To
achieve
that.
the
Democratic governor proposed
cutting an additional $147 million in spending and taking
nearly $179 million from the
state's "rainy day" fund.
The financial problems edged
out a number of other high-profile events that made news over
the past I 2 ntonths. That
includes the continuing legal
battles over Kentucky's death
penalty, which took the No. 2
spot on the list of top stories.
A Kentucky case that questioned the legality of lethal
injections made its way to the
U.S. Supreme Court, which in
April upheld the state's method
for putting inmates to death,
refusing claims by defense
attorneys that lethal injections
were cruel and unusual punishment.
Some seven months later, in
November.
Marco
Allen
Chapman. a confessed childkiller who waived appeals in an
effort to expedite his death sentence, was executed. It was
Kentucky's first execution in
nine years.
Third on the list of top stories
was the debate over whether
Kentucky should legalize casinos. Beshear proposed amending the state's constitution to
allow casinos to open so that
they could be taxed to generate
some $500 million a year in revenue for the state.
After months of spirited discussions, the measure died in
the General Assembly where
lawmakers refused to vote to
place a referendum on the ballot
that would have allowed
Kentucky voters to decide
whether to lift a constitutional
ban on casinos.
In politics, Kentucky voters
turned out in record numbers to
take part in a historic election
that resulted in the nation's first
black president. Barack Obama.
a Democrat from Illinois.
However, Kentuckians threw
their support not to Obama but
to Arizona Republican John
McCain. That election, in which
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell was
sent back to Washington, was
the No. 4 story as voted by editors and broadcasters.
McConnell. the
Senate
Republican leader, had a scare
from Democratic challenger
Bruce Lunsford, a wealthy
Louisville businessman and formidable opponent. but ended up
winning the race handily.
A federal probe into bid-rigin
ging
the
Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet took the
No. 5 spot on the list. A grand
jury indicted Kentucky road
construction contractor Leonard
Lawson.
former
state
Transportation Secretary Bill
Nighbert and Lawson aide
to

MOM.

In western Kentucky, a gunman shot and killed five coworkers at a Henderson plastic
plant in June and then killed
himself. That tragic shooting
was selected at the 8th biggest
story in Kentucky for the year.
Investigators sakl the shooter
had argued with his supervisor
about not wearing safety goggles and about using his cell
phone on the assembly line.
The slayings of three children
and a violent sexual assault on
their mother in Trigg County in
October made the list of top stories at No. 9.
A grand jury indicted a
Hopkinsville man. Kevin W.
Dunlap, on three counts of murder, one count of attempted
murder and four counts of kidnapping, as well as rape. burglary and evidence tampering following the deadly violence in
the Roaring Spring community
near the Fort Campbell Army
post in southern Kentucky.
Rounding out the Top 10 stories of the year was a court case
from Brandenburg that resulted
in a Kentucky-based Ku Klux
Klan group being ordered to pay
$2.5 million in damages in a
judgment that civil rights attorneys hope will bankrupt the
chapter.
A jury in November ordered
Imperial Klans of America
grand wizard Ron Edwards and
two former lieutenants to pay
the money to a Latino teen
severely beaten in 2006 by two
Klan members.
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Cart Returns
AP •

An Amish horse and buggy is parked at a cart return Tuesday morning, Dec. 30,2008, at Save-A-Lot food store in Flopkirisville, ;
Ky.

Economic news drowns out geopolitics in oil market
By MARK WILLIAMS
AP Energy Writer

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)- Oil prices
fell Tuesday as consumer confidence in the
U.S. hit an all-time low in December and
home prices dropped sharply, with few
signs that the real estate market has hit bottom.
Crude prices had risen for the first time in
a week Monday with the armed conflict
between Israel and Palestinian militants
entering a third day. Israel on Tuesday said
it might suspend its Gaza offensive to give
Hamas militants an opening to halt crossborder rocket fire.
Violence in the oil-rich Middle East, however, was drowned out by more bad economic news in the United States.

•Obama
From Front
Here are 2008's top 10 stories,
as voted by AP members:
-1. U.S. ELECTION:
Obama emerged from Election
Night as a decisive victor and a
symbol for the world of
America's democratic promise.
But he reached that point only
after a grueling battle with
Clinton for the Democratic
nomination and then an oftennasty showdown with the
McCain/Palin ticket in the runup to the election.
-2. ECONOMIC MELTDOWN: The bad news kept
coming - collapses of Wall
Street giants: huge stock market
losses; plummeting home prices
and a surge of foreclosures; desperate times for U.S. automakers. It added up to the worst economic crisis since the Great
Depression, and will cost the
federal government well over $1
trillion in various rescue and
stimulus packages.
-3. OIL PRICES: The global economic angst produced
hyper-volatile energy markets.
The price of crude soared as
high as $150 a barrel in July
before crashing to $33 this
month. In the U.S., the average
price for a gallon of regular gas
peaked at $4.1 1, then plunged
below $1.70.
-4. IRAQ: The much-debated "surge" of U.S. troops helped
reduce violence after more than
five years of war, but Iraq is still
buffeted daily by bombings,
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Light, sweet crude for February deli%ery
fell 59 cents to $39.43 a barrel on the New
York Mercantile Exchange. The contract
rose $2.31 to settle at $40.02 Monday.
Retail gasoline prices continued a descent
toward $1.60 per barrel nationally as consumption by American motorists falls away.
A private research group said consumer
confidence dropped unexpectedly in
December in the face of layoffs and deteriorating markets for housing, stocks and
other investments
The Conference Board's Consumer
Confidence Index fell to 38 in December,
from a revised 44.7 in November.
Economists surveyed by Thomson Reuters
had expected the iode,x to rise incrementally

to 45.
Also on Tuesday, a new report showed the
sharpest decline on record for home prices .•
in October.
The closely monitored Standard & .;
Poor's/Case-Shiller 20-city housing index
fell by a record 18 percent from October last '
year, the largest drop since its inception in '•
20(X). The 10-city index tumbled 19.1 percent, its biggest decline in its 2I-year history.
Prices in the 20-city index have plummeted more than 23.4 percent from their peak in'
July 2006. The 10-city index has fallen 25
percent since its peak in June 20)6.

-10. RUSSIA-GEORGIA on the AP ballot - the • indict
'
,
WAR: The two nations waged a ment of Illinois Gov. Rod':
five-day war in August ignited Blagojevich and the efforts of'
by a Georgian artillery barrage struggling U.S. automakers to
on the breakaway region of get a federal bailout. The
South Ossetia. Russia responded alleged financial scam involving
with a drive deep into Georgian Bernard Madoff also was'.
territory, causing severe eco- revealed too late to make the.
'
nomic damage and aggravating ballot.
already troubled Russia-US
Several of the editors who
relations.
voted commented on how two,
Stories that almost made the transcendent
developments;
Top 10 included Cyclone dominated the news in 2008.
Nargis, which killed more than
"As far as I am concerned,,
84,000 people in Myanmar: there were only two stories this
Hurricanes Gustav and Ike, year," wrote Linda Grist'
which wreaked deadly damage Cunningham of the Rockford ,
in the Caribbean and on the U.S. (III.) Register Star. "Global ;
Gulf Coast: and the seesaw fate economy collapses (sending
of same-sex marriage in every country into financial.
California, where a court ruling political and personal chaos)
approving it was later over- and Obama elected U.S. presi-.,
turned by a ballot measure.
dent, changing the way the:,
Several write-in votes were America does business-finan-.'
cast for two developments that cial, political and personal."
•
occurred too late to be included

ambushes, kidnappings and
political uncertainty. A newly
ratified U.S.-Iraqi security
agreement sets a timetable for
U.S. troop withdrawal by 2012.
-5. BEIJING OLYMPICS:
China hosted the Olympics for
first time, drawing praise for
logistical mastery and condemnation for heavy-handed security measures. The games themselves were rated a success,
highlighted by the record-shattering performances of swimmer Michael Phelps and sprinter
Usain Bolt.
-6. CHINESE EARTHQUAKE: A huge quake in May
killed 70,000 people in Sichuan
province and left 5 million
homeless. Many thousands of
children were among the victims - authorities said about
classrooms
7,000
were
destroyed in shoddily built
schools.
-7. SARAH PALIN: Few
Americans outside Alaska knew
much about its governor when
making a positive change for the
From Front
Republican
John
McCain
betterment of the City of Hazel'
picked her as his running mate. was out of town and was sworn and its residents," she said.
That changed rapidly. To her in by County Judge-Executive
All the six members had to be'
Elkins
previously. sworn in before Jan. I. 2009.
conservative admirers, she was Larry
Latimer
and
a feisty, refreshing change from Charlton.
The former Hazel City
most politicians; to her critics. Thompson were sworn in Commission that operated as
she was in over her head, and Monday night.
the official form of governmei,
Sharpe. one of two new mem- for the sixth-class city
worthy of all the lampooning
bers sworn in previously, said changed shortly after Vasseur
she endured.
-8. MUMBAI TERROR- she was honored to serve.
took office. A search of city,
"I'm happy as I can be to records reportedly found no
ISM: Ten attackers allegedly
sponsored by a Pakistan-based serve," Sharpe said
recorded action by former counHardin. of Calloway Street, cils to change Hazel city govIslamic group terrorized India's
financial capital in November. said she considered it an honor ernment from a city council to a
killing 164 people in coordinat- to be a resident of Hazel and to four-member commission. The
ed attacks on hotels, markets have the opportunity to work new council requires six memand a train station. India's with the council who have goal- bers and a quorum of at least
perennially uneasy relations oriented ideologies for the City four active members to conduct.
with Pakistan were badly of Hazel and its residents.
business. The council has not
strained.
"What I hope to accomplish as had the required six members
-9. HILLARY CLINTON: a new member of the council is since early 2(X)8.
She didn't win, but Clinton to work effectively and collaboThe council's next scheduled
came closer than any other ratively with the council mem- meeting
has been set for
woman in U.S. history to bers in order to be successful in Monday.
Jan. 5, 2009 at Hazel.
becoming a major party's presi- achieving obtainable goals and City
Hall.
dential nominee. Her determined
primary campaign,
waged vigorously even when it
seemed a lost cause, inspired
millions of women across the
The Calloway County Courthouse and other county offices will be
country - and helped persuade
()barna to choose her as secre- closed Thursday and Friday for the New Year's Holiday.
tary of state.

II Hazel Council ...

New Year's hours
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Mrs. Avis Inez McKendree
A graveside service for Mrs. Avis Inez McKendree was Monday
at I p.m. at the Barnett Cemetery in Calloway County. Rev. Harold
Council officiated. Lindsey Funeral Home of Paducah was in charge
of arrangements.
Mrs. McKendree, 95, former resident of Paducah, died Friday,
Dec. 26, 2008, at 10:50 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
She retired from M&M Grocery, Paducah, which she co-owned and
operated with her late sister, Zadie Metroff. She was a member of
Southland Baptist Temple, Paducah.
Preceding her in death were her husband, James McKendree; her
parents, Robert and Hulda Marshall; four sisters, Intne Bizz,e11. Evon
McKendree, Zadie Metroff and Jessie Davidson, and three brothers,
Reve, Archie and George Marshall.
Survivors include one stepdaughter, Nanette Wood,
Lawrenceburg, Ind.; five nieces, Shelia Marshall, Nashville. Tenn.,
Ethelene Hardison. Paducah, Nellie Hays, Murray, Sandy Palmero,
Mesa, Ariz., and Geraldine Housewright, Indigo, Calif.: four
nephews, Donald Davidson. Paducah. Michael and Roger Marshall
and Gene Baker, all of Nashville.
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Bud Manning, 88, of Hazel, died Tuesday, Dec. 30. at 9:35 am. at
Henry County Health Care in Paris, Tenn. The J.H. Churchill
Funeral is in charge of arrangements.
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Clark still rockin'
By JEFF WILSON
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Four
years after a stroke, Dick Clark
is relishing the prospect of
another New Year's Eve celebration, determined to appear
for his 36th year in Times
Square. And he's hardly surprised by the current state of the
music industry he helped build
— he predicted this, after all.
Clark, who turned 79 last
month and has been in front of
the cameras for 61 years, said in
a recent interview by e-mail that
his involvement in "Dick
Clark's New Year's Rockin'Eve
with Ryan Seacrest 2009,"
diminished though it may be, is
a labor of love and "not really a
job."
"Obviously, I'm not able to be
as actively involved as I used to
be out on the street, up on a platform and interacting with the
crowds in Times Square" in
New York, Clark wrote. "Thank
goodness my friend Ryan
Seacrest is able to handle that
end of the activity on the show
these days.
ABC-TV's 3 I/2-hour live
extravaganza will include perNatasha
by
formances
Bedingfield, Fall Out Boy, Jesse
McCartney, Ne-Yo. Pussycat
Dolls, Solange and Robin
Thicke. Fergie hosts the
Hollywood segments.
Clark woke up with right-side
paralysis on Dec. 6, 2004 —
"Your life changes overnight,"
he said. (Regis Philbin filled in
for Clark on the New Year's Eve
show that year.) Clark still uses
a walker or wheelchair, and
speaking is difficult.
"I am one of the fortunate ones

who survived and have been
minimally impaired, so I'm just
thankful I'm still able to enjoy
this once-a-year treat of bringing in the New Year."
The "American Bandstand"
icon and longtime producer of
the American Music Awards,
Academy of Country Music
Awards and Golden Globes has
long considered them "my television kids."
He's also watched their ratings
plummet in recent years.
"There was a time when they
attracted a huge audience,"
Clark wrote. "The audiences
have dropped off as the years
have gone by because of
increasing television competition.
"What we are seeing is more
and more talent and less emphasis on people getting awards.
Television's award shows have
now become gigantic showcases
for variety."
Clark was there at the birth of
rock 'n' roll ("American
Bandstand" kicked off July 9,
1956), and he's watched dramatic changes in the music industry.
Not that those changes would
come as much of a surprise.
"I can remember writing an
article several years ago where I
let my imagination run wild,"
Clark wrote. "I said we'd see the
day when music is delivered
directly to our homes, and delivered to us in some form of wireless communication.
"The fun of actually holding a
record in our hands will disappear and we'll all have our own
individual library of our favorite
songs that we'll listen to at
home, at work, in the car wherever we happen to go."
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By LAURIE KELLMAN
Democratic caucus," they said.
Associated Press Writer
Long before Burris' selection
WASHINGTON (AP) — became public, the 50-member
Senate Democrats on Tuesday Democratic caucus in the Senate
vowed not to seat embattled called on Blagojevich to leave
Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich's the appointment to others, saypick to fill the vacancy left by ing that the charges against him
President-elect Barack Obama, would strip credibility from
prompting a House Democrat to anyone he appointed.
object to the nation's only
Rush's stark denouncement of
prospective black senator being the plan to deny Burris his seat
denied a seat.
stunned Senate staffers and their
Rep. Bobby Rush of Illinois bosses and ignited a major intertold reporters that Senate nal fight among Democrats just
Democrats should not "hang as the party was preparing to
and lynch the appointee as you celebrate Obama's election as
try to castigate the appointer."
the nation's first black comBlagojevich appointed former mander in chief.
Illinois
Attorney
General
"There are no AfricanRoland Burris, who is black, to Americans in the Senate," Rush
the post on Tuesday. Although said. "And I don't think that
Burris, 71, is not involved in the anyone — any U.S. senator
governor's legal problems — who's sitting in the Senate right
Blagojevich is accused of trying now — wants to go on record to
to sell the appointment — deny one African-American for
Senate Democrats said neither being seated in the U.S. Senate."
Burris
nor
any
other
Rush said he would appeal to
Blagojevich choice would be the Congressional Black Caucus
seated.
to support Burris' appointment.
"This is not about Mr. Burris; and he singled out Durbin as
it is about the integrity of a gov- someone he expected could be
ernor accused of attempting to "reasoned with." Duitin had no
sell this United States Senate further comment, a spokesman
seat," Majority Leader Harry said.
Reid, D-Nev., and his deputy,
The last time the Senate
Sen. Dick Durbin, D-III., said in refused to seat a member was in
a joint statement.
1947,
when
Mississippi
"Anyone appointed by Gov. Democrat Theodore Bilbo was
Blagojevich cannot be an effec- accused of corruption and
tive representative of the people bribery, according to Don
of Illinois and, as we have said, Ritchie, associate Senate historiwill not be seated by the an.
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After 30 years, John Warner exits Senate at peace
By BOB LEWIS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — After
five terms in the Senate, service in
two wars and in his third marriage
at age 82. John W. Warner still
retains the unbent posture and
bearing of the Marine he once
was.
When he took his seat in the
U.S. Senate 30 years ago, he was
the rakish husband of Elizabeth
Taylor with movie star looks of
his own, a gentleman's drawl and
a farm in Virginia horse country.
He became "the senator from
central casting."
Age has softened the angular
jaw and whitened the dramatic
shock of hair that for decades
made him Virginia's most globally recognizable face.
The bounce in his step is gone,
but Warner's trim, blue blazer fits
his lean frame more crisply than
most men half his age have any
right to expect.
In an Associated Press interview
amid framed photos and paintings, hundred of books and other
mementos soon to be boxed and
moved from his Senate office,
Warner discussed his past in politics and a dangerous future for
Western democracies as they confront global terrorism.
Instinct, seasoned with a bit of
disappointment in the Republican
party, told Warner it was time to
cede the political spotlight to others.
Life after the Senate will be full
and not too far from Washington,
Warner pi edicted.
There will be rose bushes to
tend to in the garden of a home he
shares with his wife. Jeanne
Vander Myde, just outside the
capital. There's Warner's passion
for painting. -the one way I can
escape from the whole world."

And duty could well call aguitt.
The former Armed Services
Committee chairman could serve
in any number of advisory roles to
a new president confronting the
threat of terrorism — fanatical.
shadowy and diffuse.
The start, at least politically,
came in 1969 when college friend
Linwood Holton was elected
Virginia's first Republican governor.
Before then. Warner had served
in the Navy in World War II and as
a Marine in Korea, and the military had a big influence on him.
But from Holton's election on. the
two would anchor the Virginia
Republican Party in the last third
of the 20th century.
Warner's political start was
rooted in tragedy. In 1978. he and
Holton were half of the four-man
GOP field in that year's U.S.
Senate race. They lost to Richard
Obenshain - who was killed several weeks later in a plane crash.
Warner became the nominee and
won the seat that fall over
Democrat Andrew Miller.
-That chapter in my political
life is the most valued because it
was old-fashioned politics,"
Warner said. "We just grappled
for a year and we never used a lot
of negative advertising."
It was also when he befriended
Henry Doggett of Surry County,
who became a driver for the senator throughout his career and a
first-person source about the private John Warner.
Politics today isn't as innocent
as when he first ran. Warner said.
It's mean and unforgiving, rigidly
partisan and far too expensive.
Warner said he hardly recognizes the Republican Party now.
He said it seems to have little
appeal to or tolerance for moderates like himself. Holton and oth-

t 0/11101 11. 01 NOM 110inf
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ers who made the GOP competitive in Virginia in recent years.
In 1987, he felt the wrath of the
Republican base when he opposed
Robert Bork's nomination to the
Supreme Court. and again in 1994
when he spurned Republican
Oliver L. North's bid to unseat
Democratic Sen. Chuck Robb.
Instead. Warner backed a
Republican running as an independent.
George Allen, a darling of the
right, diverged from Warner several times on national policy when
they both represented Virginia in
the Senate. But their differences,
Allen said, made no difference.
Once a bright prospect for this
year's Republican presidential
nomination. Allen stumbled in his
2006 Senate re-election bid after
referring to a campaign volunteer
for his opponent. Democrat Jim
Webb. as "Macaca." a slur in
some cultures. Webb. a long-shot
political novice, won by about

It°

9,000 votes and gave the
Democrats a Senate majority for,
the first time in 12 years.
The defeat would turn out to be
devastating, to Allen and to oth-.
Warner probably already knew
that he was not going to run again
in 2008, Allen recalled. A painful
possibility loomed: If Warner's
seat went to a Democrat, there
would be no Republicans representing the commonwealth foi
some time.
Warner wanted to be with Allen
that night.
Fast-forward two years, to the
2(1)8 elections: Democrat Mark
Warner (no relation) finally won
John Warner's Senate seat after
trying unsuccessfully a dozen
year's earlier.
When the 1 I 1 th Congress consends Jan. 6. Virginia will be represented by two Democrats for the
first time since 1970.
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Asking the
Right Questions
There is a cartoon that shows
two
preschoolers
playing
together in a sandbox. Amid
the dump trucks and shovels
and sand pails one child turns
• to the other and says, '1 don't
• know all the answers. but I'm
beginning to ask the right questions." We seem to ask a lot
.of questions. Many questions
are asked of us. And that's
how it should be.
Here at
the end of another year and
at the beginning of a New Year
-questions swirl all around us.
•
Every day we ask scores
of mundane questions such as
"What will I wear today?"
."What's for lunch?" "What
• book shall I read?" "Is it time
for bed?"
•
From time to time, however, we take the time and
•summon the energy to ask more
• searching, more profound questions, questions about the ultimate meaning of life. In his
'book. "Long Journey Home:
A Guide to Your Search for
the Meaning of Life." Os Guinness writes that "unique among
living species, human life is
.•:tware of itself, yet we find
Ourselves in a world that doesn• 't explain itself. So we're
impelled to ask why things are
as they are and how we fit
in. What gives life to life?
Why is there something rather
than nothing? Deep inside us
we know the facts of the matter are not the end of the matter. So we seek final explaTnation. a source of meaning
that goes as far back as one
can go, an ultimate answer
'before which all questions
,cease."
Guinness quotes "the four
big questions of life around
which we circle," asked by
Immanuel Kant, whom he calls
the "greatest of the Enlightenment philosophers": "What can
we know? What must we do?"
What can we hope for? What
.is man?"
The French postimpression•

1st painter
Paul Gauguin dwinthe
dled
essential
questions
down
to
three:
"Where do
we
come
from?
What
are Home and
Away
we? Where
By James
we
are
going?" Duane Bolin
The literary Leciger & Times
Columnist
critic George
Steiner contended that the ability to ask
questions is what sets us apart
from the lower creatures.
"More than homo sapiens," he
wrote, "we are homo guarerens, the animal that asks and
asks."
The theologian and philosopher Soren Kierkegaard asked
these questions: "Where am
I? Who am I? How did I
come to be here? What is
this thing called the world?
How did I come into the world?
Why was I not consulted? And
if I am compelled to take part
in it, where is the director? I
want to see him."
The animal that asks and
asks. We continue to ask these
deep and searching questions
about ourselves, as we should,
for as Socrates put it, the unexamined life is not worth living. A life without questions
would make for an unexamined life. We continue to ask
and ask.
I know that in this New
Year I cannot even begin to
know all the answers. But
like the child in the sandbox,
I hope that I can at least begin
to ask the right questions.
Duane Balm teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University Contact
him at duane.bolin@murravstate.edu
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Ring out the old, bring in the new
I he R0111411 deity Janus was
the god of gates and doorways, guardian of beginnings
and endings. Traditionally
depicted as two-faced -- one visage looking back, the other
focused on what lies ahead Janus presents an apt metaphor
for a New Year's column.
Looking back, in the past
year Main Street totaled fiftyone columns amounting to
around 36,000 words. Topics
varied from musings about tonsil removal in the 1950's to
books, weddings, poetry and
visual art, to cite just a few.
Some essays talked about
historic events close to home.
such as Robert F. Kennedy
Junior's speech at Murray State
University in March. Others
made connections between Murray and the rest of the world,
including how the riots in Kenya
last January affected the family of Jonathan Awori, a Kenyan
by birth who now teaches in
the Department of Theatre at
MSU.
During the Olympics this
past summer, readers met Jian
Ping, author of "Mulberry
Child," chronicling her experiences growing up in China
during the Cultural Revolution.

Nancy Nichols' memoir, "Lake lives. An artshttp://w w w.reuters.com/arucle/p
Effect," addressed another seri- de by Alicia
ressRelease/idUS98870+29ous issue, environmental injus- Bodine itemDec-2008+BW20081229.
rice associated with industrial izes the top
My favorite wisdom on respollution on Lake Michigan in ten
resoluolutions comes from Michael
her hometown, Waukegan, Illi- tions made by
McColly, author of "The After
nois.
most AmeriDeath Room" and a Yoga expert.
In an election year, politi- cans.
PreHis advice? "Think small and
cal issues were examined, with dictably, they
make it enjoyable. Surprise
commentaries about escalating start
with
yourself as much as you can."
fuel prices, the bank bail-out, health - Quit
(McColly's
Website
is
and a crostic for newly elect- smoking. Male Street
www.michaelmccolly.com.
ed President-Elect Barack Lose weight. By Constance
Just as ancient Rome gave
Obama. with a plea for the Give
up
us the root of January, it also
Alexander
Democratic ticket to BRING US drinking • Ledger & Times gave us the phrase. Carpe Diem,
TOGETHER.
After the edior 'seize the day, coined by the
Columnist
"Be a leader and a listen- -cal/physical
poet Horace in 65 BCE. In a
Cr." the first line pleaded. goals comes
series of odes he wrote:
"Remind members of both par- self-improvement: Go back to
Scale back your long hopes
ties that the good of the coun- school. Spend more time with
to a short period. While we
try comes before partisan pol- your family. Try something new.
speak, time is envious and
itics," the second line advised. Work on spiritual growth.
is running away from us.
A recent column that genThe resolutions that rank 8
Seize the day, trusting
crated favorable feedback from - 10 are concerned with pleaslittle in the future.
a number of readers - and ures such as taking a trip, paymany anonymous thanks - was ing off debt, getting a better
For more poems about seizthe one about AA and Alanon, job.
ing the day, log on to the
and how those amazing organAccording to a study by Academy of American Poets site
izations have saved lives and Harris Interactive, men achieve at www.poets.org.
helped families by offering their goals 22% more often
This year, 2009, is my 20th
experience, strength and hope than women, although females of writing this column. Thanks
to those whose lives are affect- are more likely to make reso- to readers past, present and
ed by alcohol.
lutions than males, at the rate future, and to the editor and
Looking ahead, the new year of 74% to 58%. More statis- publisher of The Murray Ledger
invites us to make resolutions tics and methods related to res- & Times for their encourageto better ourselves and our olutions are available online at ment and support.

Trillion dollar spending plan is risky
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U.S. Senate Republican
Leader Mitch McConnell made
the following statement Monday regarding a proposed Trillion-Dollar Spending
Bill
planned for early January:
"As Congress and the incoming administration address the
critical issue of strengthening
the economy. I believe it is
imperative that we do so in a
bipartisan manner, but also that
we do so in a way that proves
to the taxpayers, who are footing this bill, that Washington
is not wasting their money. We
should have a simple test: will
the yet-unwritten, reportedly
trillion-dollar spending bill really create jobs and grow the
economy—or will it simply
create more government spending, more bureaucrats and deeper deficits?
"We all want to continue
working together to strengthen
the economy; this Congress has
taken bipartisan steps all year.
But we need to find the right
mix of tax relief and other measures to grow the economy. This

will require the consideration
of alternative ideas, public Congressional hearings and transparency—not a rushed, partisan take-it-or-leave-it approach.
The largest spending bill in
history requires tough scrutiny; Americans should have at
least a week to review the bill
before its consideration by Congress
"A trillion-dollar spending
bill would be the largest spending bill in the history of our
country at a time when our
national debt is already the
largest in history. As a result,
it will require tough scrutiny
oversight—taxpayers.
and
already stretched to the limit,
deserve nothing less.
"The American people
should have at least a week
to review what will likely be
the largest Washington spending bill of all time. When
you're going to spend a trillion dollars and add hundreds
of thousands of new government employees to the federal payroll—as the President-
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elect's economleadership would like to move
ic
advisor
this as-yet unwritten, trillionclaimed over
dollar spending bill in less than
the weekend—
two weeks(between January 6th
surely the taxand 20th). But it has not yet
payers should
been explained how the trilbe able to
lion-dollar spending bill can
review what it
receive adequate oversight and
is they are payreview in such a short period
ing for.
of time.
Spending
McConnell
Taxpayers are in no mood
$1
trillion
to have a single dollar wastrequires safeguards, hearings to ed, but it's not yet been
protect taxpayers, prevent fraud- explained how their tax dol"Surely the Democrat lead- lars will be protected and not
ership in Congress doesn't plan wasted in a rush to spend their
to spend a trillion dollars of money. The American people
taxpayer
money—nearly need to know if their money
$10.000 in new debt for every- is going to be spent on Mob
one who pays federal income museums and water slides. The
tax, charged to the credit card taxpayers know, even if some
for our children to pay—with- politicians don't, that it's not
out safeguards, without appro- 'free money,' as one funding
priate hearings to scrutinize how requestor recently put it.
tax dollars are being spent.
What is stimulus, what is
And surely they will allow just more spending?
members of Congress and the
"We must also make disAmerican people to follow Pres- tinctions between what is 'stimident-elect Obama's admoni- ulus'—defined by Speaker
tion to 'go through the feder- Pelosi earlier this year as 'timeal budget—page by page, line ly, targeted and temporary'—
by line—eliminating those pro- and what is merely more govgrams we don't need, and insist- ernment spending on favored
ing that those we do operate projects we don't need with
in a sensible cost-effective way.' money we don't have.
"Without proper oversight
More questions than
and safeguards, a trillion-dol- answers
lar spending bill invites fraud
"But as of right now, Amerand waste on a massive scale. icans are left with more quesWe must take great care to tions than answers about this
ensure that fraud and other unprecedented
government
misuse of taxpayers' funds don't spending and I believe the taxresult from such a large spend- payers deserve to know a lot
ing bill
more about where it will be
Speed vs. oversight: it's spent before we consider passnot 'free money'
ing it."
"I understand the Democrat
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Calloway County Genealogical
Society will meet on Friday
Calloway County Genealogical Society
will meet Friday at 11 a.m. in the annex
of Calloway County Public Library. Members are asked to share their researched
family histories.
Dixie Hopkins, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Murray Singles plan dance
Murray Singles Organization will sponsor
a New Year's Eve Dance tonight (Wednesday) from 7:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. at the
By Jo Burkeen Joe Creason building. Benton. Dancing will
be from 8 p.m. until 12:30 a.m. with DJ
Community
Brad Huntley providing the music. The cost
Editor
will be $7 per person. Each one is asked to
bring a snack to share. The Murray Singles will provide coffee and soft drinks. For more information contact Mary Beth
at 436-5116, Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-9723.

Jo's
Datebook

Reformer's Unanimous to meet
Reformer's Unanimous, a faith based addictions program,
,,,will meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
;;Church. The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more
;information or for a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
"' Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Oaks Country Club plans event
Oaks Country Club will host a New Year's Eve Party tonight
(Wednesday) from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the club house. Members and non members , all must be 21, are welcome to help
bring in the New Year. Appetizers and set-ups will be provided. A Di. will be present. Tickets at the door will be $25
per couple and $15 per person. For more information call the
pro-shop at 753-6454.
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Archery, Livestock Judging are new projects
We have enjoyed a wonder-till
time of family, food, and faith in
this Christmas Season and as we
prepare for
the
New
Year. we are
excited to
look ahead
for
new
efforts and
S ome
renewed 4H project
groups.
Extension
As
we
Notes
think about
By
the
New
Du:my Harper Year 2009,
Calloway
this is a
County Agent great time to
for 4-H/Youth
get involved
Development in the 4-H
program.
There are many exciting programs and projects under way.
Resolve to share your time and
talents with young people in our
community.
Two upcoming projects
include Archery and Livestock
Judging. New members are welcome to join both groups and we
are excited to get these efforts
back underway.
The Archery Team will meetat Hinton Archery Range on
Mondays from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
A four dollar fee to shoot will be
given to Hinton's to shoot. 4-H

Shooting Sports coaches will be
there for instruction and guidance.
The 441 Livestock Judging
Team and Stockinan's Club will
meet on second and founh
Thursdays from 3:30 to 5:3(1
p.m. at the Extension Office.
Margaret Wisehart and Shawn
Harper will be coaching the
ream. Youth interested in learning about sheep, goats, swine
and cows are encouraged to
attend. The ream will compete
in Livestock Skill-a-thon in May
and The State Livestock Judging
Contest in June as well as KDA
Expos around the state.
UPCOMING 4-H
PROGRAMS:
•4-H Teen Club will meet
on Friday Jan. 2, at 6 p.m. Vi
Wood is the leader of the Teen
Club.
•Geology and Geo-caching
Club will meet on the second
Tuesday. Jan. 13 from 3:30 to
4:45 p.m. Officers will be elected and plans for the year will be
discussed. All interested youth
are encouraged to attend. The
group will meet at the Extension
Office. Dr. Durwood Beatty is
the leader.
•4-H Banquet sign up is due
Jan. 12. Mr. and Miss 4-H
Applications are also due at this
time. Applications are also
available at the Extension

Office. A ringer food appetizer
meal will be prepared by the 4H Cooking Club. The cost is $5
per person. The banquet will be
Jan. 24 at 6 pin. at Westside
Christian
Baptist
Church
Activities Center.
II 4-H will have a booth at
the Boat and Outdoor Show on
Jan. 9-11. We will need youth
and adult volunteers to man the
booth all three days. If you can
help, call the Extension Office.
II Poultry Club will meet on
Monday. Jan. 12, at 5:30 p.m. at
the Extension Office. Karen and
Lindsay Collins are the leaders.
phone 753-2294.
• The Cooking Club will
meet and prepare the food for
the 4-H Banquet on Jan. 24.
CallWilda Jetton at 293-6959 to
sign up to participate.
MI Murray Elementary Tiger
Cloverbud Club will meet on
fourth Monday at the school.
•Southwest Superstars will
meet at Southwest School on
third Thursday. Jan. 15, from
afterschool until 4:30 p.m.
Leaders are Judy Kelso and
Amy Wiseman.
II The Dusty Spurs Horse
Club will meet Jan. 15 at 6 p.m.
at the Extension Office. All
members and interested individuals are encouraged to attend.
Jennifer Young is the leader.
• CCMS 4-H Club will

begin Jan. 21, meeting on third
Wednesdays in the multi purpose room until 4:30 p.m. Kathy
Salazar and Kim Barrett will be
the leaders with the help of 4-H
teen leaders.
•The North Fantastics will
meet on Jan. 26 from afterschool
until 4:30 p.m.
II Leather Works Classes will
be in February on Mondays and
Wednesdays at the Extension
Office. Gary and Rachel Wicker
will be the instructors. Youth
will make a belt or wallet and
learn to braid leather. The cost is
$10 and the deadline to sign up
is Jan. 22.
The Calloway County 4-H
Program is a pan of the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture Cooperative
Extension
Service.
The
Calloway County 4-H Council
receives funding from the
Murray-Calloway
County
United WayEducational programs of the
Cooperative
KentucKy
Extension Service serve all people regardless of race, color
age, sex, religion, disability, or
national origin.

FUN & FASHION

New Year's event planned
A New Year's gathering will be tonight (Wednesday) following the evening service at Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Those attending are asked to bring games, finger foods and 2
liter drinks.

• Sanitation Department lists closure
Due to the New Year's holiday, the City of Murray Sanitation Department will be closed Thursday for New Year's
Day. During this week, customers who are scheduled for pickup on Thursday are asked to set their garbage out on Friday
,morning. The Murray Transfer Station will also be closed on
, Thursday. For information call 762-0380.

Cookie Kickoff Thursday
Murray Girl Scouts will have their Cookie Kickoff on Thursday from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall of St. Leo
Catholic Church. Order forms will be distributed at that time.
Cookie sales will officially begin on Jan. I.

Art Guild selling calendars
Murray Art Guild is selling 2009 calendars featuring the
„work of Art Guild members and youth workshop participants.
. The 13-month gift quality calendar features local artwork in
•, photography, drawing, painting, sculpture and fibers. All pro:, ceeds from the sales go to support the Guild's programming.
The guild is located at 500 North 4th St., Murray. For infor.:mation call 753-4059.

Library announces closing
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Grace Baptist Church, 617 South 9th St., Murray, will have
,a New Year's Eve Party tonight (Wednesday) at 6 p.m. in the
Family Life Center. Bring your favorite game and snack and
join in the fun and fellowship.
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Calloway County Public Library will close at 5 p.m. today,
New Year's Eve, Wednesday, and will be closed all day on
Thursday. Also the library will be closed from Sunday, Jan. 4,
,,2009, through Sunday, Jan. 11, for annual inventory and retrain,ing week. The library will reopen for regular hours on Mon..day, Jan. 12, 2009.

CCHS Football banquet planned
Calloway County High School Football Team will hold its
2008-2009 banquet on Saturday, Jan. 10, at 6 p.m. in the large
,.ballroom of the Murray State University Curris Center. The
, cost will be $15 per person and all reservations are due to
Football Coach Josh McKee! by Jan. 5. For more information
call Coach McKeel at 762-7374, ext. 114.

Photo provided

Pictured, from left is President Danny Perry and his spouse Anetta Perry beside the tree.

Murray Chapter decorates
Christmas tree at local library
The National Federation of the
Blind,
Murray
Chapter
Organization recently participated in the decorating of a
Christmas tree at the Calloway
County Public Library.
The chapter utilized this proj-

ect as an opportunity to create
an awareness in the community
of individuals with visual and
physical disabilities.
Members decorated the tree
with white candy canes. Braille
alphabet ornaments, sunglasses,

and dogs which are used as
guide dogs for individuals with
visual problems.
For more information on the
Murray chapter NFB
call
President Danny Perry at 7530911.

With the holidays coining to a close. one
of the main topics of conversation is losing weight We all have probably indulged
in the Christmas goodies more than we
should, but it is hard to resist
If you Just need to look a few pounds
thinner until you can get back to the gym
try. our Not Your Daughter's leans in ixa
cram Rid styles- They are the "tturuny
Sick- Jean that flattens your tummy and
lifts your rear. We also have some new
control tank tops from Not Your
Daughter's Jeans that firm and slim the
midnff
We have a new shipment of Spans. mon
Power Panties, that really rake off 10 lbs
without dteting and we also have the long
fixxless body shaping panty hose that slim
you all the way down past your knees
More bra's are in from Spans as well
They help prevent back fat from hanging
out and look smooth under sweaters and
tops, so comfortable too
We have some really cute tops and
dresses perfect for New Year's EY! as 1/2
Price,
Be sure to shop our clearance sale 5060% off all fall and winter including puts
es. jewelry, scarves and all Chnstma,
items
Fabulous new spring merchandise 1,
arriving dady his never too early to pin
something in layaway
Congratulations to Debbie Howard who
won the door prize last Friday
Come in for all of our great bargains and
check out the new sprang
Stas tuned to next week's Fun
Fashion report
Happy New Year to all' Have a safe one

•KISfLLfl'

(5, Sonerreheres; O,1

305 South 12th
Murray, KY•753-7441
www.dk-kellay.com

Cookbooks available
"Celebrating 100 years with Recipes & Remembrances," the
, limited-edition 100th anniversary Murray Woman's Club cookbook featuring favorite recipes of club members, is available
, for $14 at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.

of Murray

LLC

1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, KY

A Personal Care Home

Adult Day Care available
Easter Seals West Kentucky Adult Day Care is now accepting individuals on the new Michelle P. Waiver Program for
people with developmental disabilities or mental retardation.
Centers are located at 2229 Mildred St., Paducah, and 88 Commerce Dr., Benton. For more information on this new pro'gram, call Susan Suttle RN at 1-270-442-2001.

Primary Care plans promotion
Primary Care Medical Center Team for Relay for Life has
cookbooks for sale with proceeds to the team. They are available at Primary Care or call Wendy Joyce at 759-9200.

Going On Vacation?
Need A Break?

Barnett Cemetery needs funds
Barnett Cemetery is in need of funds for the upkeep of the
grounds. Donations may be mailed to Hazel Jean Brandon,
1604 Keenland, Murray, KY 42071 or Dale Campbell, 1619
.•-Melrose. Murray, KY 42071.

We now offer short term
respite care.

Old Salem Cemetery needs funds
Old Salem Cemetery is in need of funds for the mainte• mance. Persons may send their donations for the maintenance
of the cemetery to Stan Downs, 1385 A.B. Lassiter Rd., Murray, KY 42071 or call 753-1718 for more information.

Bazzell Cemetery needs funds
•

Bazzell Cemetery is in need of funds for the maintenance
of the cemetery. Persons may send donations to Willis Sanders.
8224 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, KY 42071.

Photo provided

PINEAPPLE DONATED: Calloway County 4-H Youth collected cans of sliced or chunked pineapple for the Christmas baskets given to families by Murray-Calloway County Need Line.
Many of the 4-H clubs and members helped with this collection. Pictured are Brenna Quinn, Greg Wood. Megan Harper
and Kristina Fricker.

Call us for further information
753-7109 or 759-1883
Toll Free 1-888-666-9313
Ask for Karen or LouJean
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Pushing more doctors to
ditch the prescription pad
WASHINGTON (AP)— The push for paperless prescriptions is about to get a boost: Starting in January. doctors who
e-prescribe can get bonus pay from Medicare.
For patients, the benefits are obvious -- from shorter drugstore waits to increased safety, as pharmacists no longer squint
to decipher doctors messy handwriting.
But persuading U.S. doctors to ditch their prescription pads
for electronic prescribing so far has been a long, uphill battle.
Only about 10 percent of doctors are taking the plunge like
Dr.'Ted Epperly in Boise. Idaho. who's adopting the technology now.
Still, the movement is gaining steam as Medicare warns
that its bonus payments are for a short time only: Holdouts
still sticking to paper in 2012 will find their Medicare payments cut.
And continuing the push for medical information technology is a key part of President-elect Barack Ohama's healthreform plans. in hopes that moving to computerized records
-- not just prescriptions, but all those troublesome paper
charts that contribute to medical errors and wasted care ultimately could save millions of dollars a year.
"We'd never go hack," says Epperly. also president of the
American Academy of Family Physicians. Patients "recognize
that. 'Hey, Dr. Epperly's in the information age. and my safety
is better and the quality of care is better.—
What's a paperless prescription? When the doctor writes it
by computer and sends it directly to the drugstore by computer. no little piece of paper to get lost or stolen anywhere along
that trail.
Sonic doctors do wnte prescriptions via computer but then
hand the patient a printout, or it arrives at the drugstore as a
fax. Those don't count as true electronic prescribing.
In December 2007, 35,000 doctors were writing at least
some paperless prescriptions, according to SureScriptsRxHub, which tracks the drugstore network.
The 2008 count isn't finished yet, but SureScripts estimates
that number has doubled to more than 70,000. Moreover, the
volume of prescriptions filled electronically grew about 15
percent a month since August, faster than the 5 percent to 8
percent monthly increase seen earlier in the year — presumably as doctors geared up for the Medicare incentive.
The biggest reason for the paperless push is to improve
safety. More than 1.5 million Americans are injured every
year by medication mistakes. Ikciphering doctors' chickenscratch — was that 100 milligrams or 100 micrograms? —
does play a role. But perhaps more important, electronic prescribing systems can flash an alert if the dose seems wrong or
patient records show use of another drug that can dangerously
interact.

MCCH physicians honored at
medical staff awards celebration
Special to the Ledger
u rray -Calloway
County Hospital hon(red its medical staff at
the 19th Annual Medical Staff
Service Awards Celebration on
Dv:ember 4th. The hospital recognized 15 physicians with a
combined total of 320 years of
service at this event held at the
Murray Banquet Center.
The physicians were honored
through donations in their name
to the Medical Staff Scholarship
Program. The Medical Staff
Scholarship. which was established in the fall of 1989, benefits junior and senior pre-med
students at Murray State
University. The interest earned
funds the scholarships for those
deserving students who are
awarded one. Murray State's
pre-med faculty selects the
scholarship recipients with
approval made by a committee
of the Medical Staff and
Hospital Board.
The most recent scholarship
recipients include Grant Mathis
of Benton and Juliana Patterson
of Cadiz.
The following physicians
were honored at the celebration:
• 55 years - Conrad Jones,
M.D.. Gynecology
• 30 years—Richard Crouch.
M.D..
Family
Medicine:
Thomas
Green.
M.D..
Obstetrics/Gynecology: and
Phillip
Klapper.
M.D.,
Otolaryngology

Photo provided

Pictured above, from left to right, are the physicians who were recognized at the 19th Annual
Medical Staff Awards Celebration: Conrad Jones. M.D., Mehdi Ahmadi, M.D., J. Cathryn
Christopher, M.D., Brian Swain. M.D . Richard Crouch, M.D.. Phillip Klapper, M.D., John
Bright, DO., Monte Finch, D.O. Those honored, but not present, are as follows: Thomas
Green, M.D., Clark Harris. M D., Lal Mangla, M.D., Hollis Clark, M.D., P. Sean Kelly, M.D.,
Roger Lampkin Jr., DPM, and Kimberly Burch, M.D.
• 25 years—Clark Harris,
Internal/Geriatric
M.D.,
Medicine; and Lal Mangla,
M.D., Anesthesiology
• 20 years—John Bright. DO..
Dermatology;
J.
Cathryn
Christopher. M.D., Internal

Medicine: Hollis Clark. M.D.,
Internal Medicine; and Monte
Finch, DO.. Gastroenterology
• 15 years—Mehdi Ahmadi.
M.D.. Medical Oncology
• I() years--P. Sean Kelly.
M.D.. Internal Medicine; and

Lampkin

Roger

Jr., DPM.

Podiatry
Five Years—Kimberly Burch.
M.D.. Pediatrics; and Brian
Swain, M.D., General Surgery

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2008 Dodge Grand Caravan SE 2008 Chrysler PT Cruiser Touring
17,000 Miles, T/C, PW, PL,
33,000 Miles,
CD. Alloy Wheels.
" 7 Passenger, T/C, PW/PL,
Airi-8/44
a
SO- #CP600
CD. Stk. #CP599
;l0
it

2002 Lincoln Continental
72,000 Miles,
Leather, Moonroof.
Stk. #CP591A
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$7,486

11,885*

ail.

F987*
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2006 Chevrolet Colorado 4x4

2001 Pontiac Grand Am SE

27.000 Miles, Crew Cab
Z-71. GM Certified
Vehicle.
#GT8345A

60.000 Miles,
stjc CTR35713
71,000 Miles. Heated Leather. Moonroof
fITC8443A

s6,386

$117,469*
1999 GMC Safari SLE

2005 Chrysler Pacifica Touring
62,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, 7 Passenger,
DVD, Moonroof, Chrome
Wheels. Stk. #CP605

76,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD,8 Passenger.
Stk. #CP607A

$110,986*

S6,495*
2006 Scion X8

2004 Chevrolet Trailblazer LT 4x4
58,000 Miles,
7 Passenger, Heated
Leather, Moonroof,
GM Certified Vehicle.
Stk. #P6981

S13,945*
2007 Cadillac Escalade EXT

2006 Chrysler Sebring Touring

34,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #CP542

42,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD,
Convertible.
Stk. #CC8010A

$114,925*

$9,995*

2002 Dodge Ram 4x4

"lk 0%ftto

EAPiP 4Spin
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I Zeibe;4^01

37,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof,
Chrome Wheels
Stk #GT8289A

106.000 Miles, Regular
Cab, Long Bed, Chrome
Wheels.
Stk. #CP532A

20,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Leather, V6
Stk. #P7027

$31,975*

$6,495*

$117,456*

'Disclaimer All pro,- PS plus lax !ale and locense additional $149 doc fee included Some photos /or Olustrahon purposes
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%hit-ray-Calloway County 's first baby of2009 will
be showered with generous gifts provided
by these sponsors:
'o:Mom & Dad
.4
•
1111,
111

^4.

.110,

Monogrammed
Diaper Bag

cro: Mom ca Dad

To:Mom ca Dad

To: Dad

$25 Gift
Certificate

rwo-All-You-CanEat Pizza &
SpaGatti Buffet

3 Piece BBQ Tool
Set & Butcher Block
Sauces Gift Basket

209 N 12th St • Murray, KY
27( 7t1 734

604 Chostnut St.
753-F,656

50-75% OffAll Christmas Items

Corner of 12th & Sycamore
753-0229

•

Ci.ortnut tr , Murray, KY
1270i 761-101E4Y
1111111211111111611

To: Mr. or Miss 2009

To:Mom cfi Dad

Hand Stitched
Baby Quilt

FREE Newborn
Family Session &
FREE 8x10

Donated by:

0

tuclio

To: Mom & Dad

525
Gift
Certificate

t
re."7We
'

44,
How Duo.• Mentee Pottery &Woe
Jewelry • Dridal Reiletry

Atokiv Shoat Ek'

400 Main St. • Murray • 270-767-0007

405 S. 12th St. • 700 N. 12th St.
753-5626

To:Mom

To: Mom ck Dad

To: Mom di Dad

Estee Cowie?'

15(/0 Ott

$25 toward the
parchase of birth
mmiteements

Custom Framing
rhe

Voted Favorite
Ladies Clothing Store
Three Years
!n A Rows

1ace

unsql..e 9445 & mortograrnaung

The0
Murray Bank

1608 Hwy. 121 N., Murray
(270) 753-7050

gift

ean-Marie's

Savings Bond

50% OFF
Holiday Items

Meets 3rd Tuesday of each
Month at 6:00 p.m.
at the Calloway Co. Publi(
Library

To: Mr. or Miss 2009

'50

ate& Out Storowide Sale it

(
-)akwooci

QUILT LOVERS
OF MURRAY

J

To: Mom ck Dad

•

Custom Framing • Art
J'hoto Frames • Specialty GO'
Home Accents

;',..•14!""

,-100
1 ,
111
if/ (
KO.si

406S. 12th Street•761-1460

305-C S. 12th St. • Murrav
753-5678

301 N. 12th St. • University Square
Murray • (270) 759-1019

303 North 12th St.•759-2100
Next to The Mane Event

To:Mom

To:Mom (ft Dad

To: Mr.or Miss 2009

To:)11r. or Miss 2009

$25 Gift
Certificate

Iwo Dinners Of Your
Choice With
Buffet & Bevern,ve

Serendipity
on the Square

f)

rREE
15a69 Gift

A Supply of
Diapers

Come See Our Large Selection
of Baby Items!

j

Handbags • Watches • fewelrie
Accessories • Home Decor
& More!

eli'Ve/144

•I

(270) 761-BAGS (2247)
109 S. 4th St., Court Square
Murray, KY 42071

Hwy 641 Bel-Air Center

home

gifts

etc

1205 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY
(270) 753-1851
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 10-6 • Sat. 10-4

Contest Rules
a

ma..

di

11'rrr

1. Winning Baby must be the first baby born in 2009 at MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL.
2. Exact time of birth must be certified by attending physician.
3. Parents must come by the Murray Ledger & Times to receive a list of prizes.
4. Gifts must be picked up by April 1, 2009.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
e-mail: editoremurrayledger.co*-

murrayledger.com

Attend the tale of'Sweeney Todd in February:
/

1'
( .%11. Is -- "Sweeney
I odd I he I )emon Barber of
I leei sneei
w ill make its
Patios ah premiere at the Carson
Centel Ii tviii performances at
7.311 p in on Tuesday. Feb. 3
and Wedne.das, Feb. 4.
IN ex.:long and innovative
new pi si ilL I I. at features a multitalenicd cnsenible of ten talented actor/musician,. The Wall
Street Journal sass. "The greatest musical of the past half-centun has returned in a staging of
the utmost force and originality !" and Time Out New York
calls Dole's revival "the most
addicti%el) delicious dish on
Broadw a) in years!"
"Sweeney Todd" is based on
the 19th cemur) legend of a
London barber dri %en to a life of
crime after a maleNolem judge
takes his wife and child from
him. Sweeney's plan for
revenge includes a cutthroat
partnership with Mrs. Lovett --

an enterpi sing businesswoman Drama Cntics Circle. It arnved
— who is soon producing the on Broadway from a highly SUL tastiest meat pies in London.
cessful London engagement
Original direction and design originally staged by the
by Tony. Drama Desk and Outer Watermill Theatre, which transCritics Circle Awards winner ferred first to the Trafalgar
John Doyle; recreated by Adam Studios in London's West End
Hunter; "Sweeney Todd" fea- in July 2004 to wide critical
tures the music and lyrics by acclaim, then to the New
Stephen Sondheim, book by Ambassadors Theatre.
"Sweeney Todd" is proudly
Hugh Wheeler from an adaptation by Christopher Bond. with presented by Jam Theatricals
music supervision by David (www.jamtheatricals.com) and
Loud. The creative team also the Carson Center as part of the
includes Paul Miller for lighting 2008-09 Broadway Season in
design. based on original design Paducah. For more information,
by Richard Jones, and Shannon please visit the tour website,
www.sweeneyontour.com.
Slaton for sound design.
For tickets, call (270) 450Doyle's
production
of
"Sweeney Todd" opened on 4444, or visit www.thecarsonBroadway in 2005 to universal center.org.
critical acclaim where it won the
Drama League, Drama Desk
and Outer Critics Circle Awards
for Best Revival of a Musical,
and was awarded a Special
Citation by the New York

4

Photo provided

Pictured is the cast of Sweeny Todd.

Comic James Gregory to
perform at Carson Center
PADUCAH. Ky. — "Funniest
Man in America." James
Grerors. is coming to the
Carson Center on Saturday. Feb.
7 to perform his comedy show.
For over two decades, the
unforgettable caricature of veteran comedian James Gregory
has stood grinning: his shirt
tintucked. his arms outstretched.
a carefree welcome to a downhome, hilarious comedy experience. It's storytelling at its best.
The trademark caricature is the
essence of James Gregory's
comedy: rib-tickling reflections

on life from the front porch.
The absence of vulgarity sets
James apart and his stories are
carefully crafted an. "I have
lived long enough to know people, know life". Gregory
reflects. "My comedy is based
on my life experiences. It's real,
it's funny and the audience loves
it. That's why I'm still in business."
Tickets may be purchased by
calling the Box Office at (270)
450-4444 or
on-line
at
www.thecarsoncenterorg.

all the hottest LG phones.

Yeiser Art Center
to host competition
PADUCAH. Ky. — It is that kids.
time again. The Yeiser Art
Performing at the opening day
Center in downtown Paducah of this show and at the gala
will once again host "Teen opening reception is Paducah
Spirit," a visual art competition Tilghman's
speech
team
for area high school students, coached by Martha Emmons of
generously
sponsored
by Bike World. These students give
Jackson
Purchase
Energy a whole new meaning to the
Corporation. This exhibition term "spoken word" by per
showcases the best high school Conning words written by them
art talent in the region.
selves or others in ways that
The 2009 exhibition set up a keep their audience spellbound.
tough job for our juror. BiLan
Time line:
Liao from Paducah School of
• Jan. 6: Teen Spirit opens
Art. Ms. Liao had to narrow (closes on Feb. 6). Paducah
down a field of nearly 400 qual- Tilgman Speech team performs
ity entries to those we can fit from 5 to 7 p.m.
into the gallery. Nine schools
• Jan. II: Gala opening recepare involved, and monetary tion for Teen Spirit from 2 to 4
prizes as well as Murray State p.m.
Summer An Camp scholarships
• Jan. 24: Our next workshop
will be awarded to top entries.
featuring Mr. Dave Wood and
The participants of Yeiser's his cajon (Afro-Peruvian permost recent children's work- cussion instrument) Student,
shop, sponsored by Glen Hall ages 5 to14 will learn rhythm
Photography, have garnered the and percussion, make a simple
spot set aside for "Artist of the percussion instrument and Mr.
Month." with a mural depicting Wood will lead them through a
the Paducah City Skyline built call and answer jam session
from actual photos taken by the Time I to 3 p.m.a
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Artsinthellogion
• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah will present
"Doubt every day at 7 p.m. from
Jan 1 to Jan 18. Additional
showtimes at 9 10 p.m. will be
on Fridays and Saturdays and at
4 p m Saturdays and Sundays.
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
will have its 'Big New Years Eve
Show' on Wednesday. Dec. 31,
starting at 8 p m 11 will feature
tne Kentucky Opry Country
Music Variety Show. Slick Tire &
White Side Walls. Classic
Country Show and special
guests For tickets call (270)
527-3869 or 1-888-459-8704.
• The Kentucky Opry will
present
Jackson Purchase
Friends of Bluegrass Night at
730 p m Friday. Jan 2 There is
no admission charge
• The Maiden Alley Cinema
will present the 1988 Tom Hanks
classic "Big at 4 p m Saturday.
Jan 3 as part of its Movies for
Me children s series A free
child s popcorn comes with the
price of .1 PIIISSIOn

• The Art &
Design
Department Faculty Show will
close on Sunday, Jan. 4. Current
and retired MSU Art 8. Design
Department faculty exhibit original artwork. The Eagle Gallery
hosts this exhibition once every
three years.

• The Kentucky Opry will
have its You Can Be a Star" talent search at 8 p.m. Saturday.
Jan. 10.
• The Kentucky Opry will host
the "Casey Campbell Show" with
special guest Craig Russell at 8
p.m. Friday, Jan. 16.
• The bluegrass band Blue
Highway will perform at Murray
State
University's
Lovett
Auditorium at 7 p.m. Saturday,
Jan. 17. The band New Blue will
open. For tickets, visit ticketmaster.com, the Regional Special
Events Center box office or call
809-5555 or 1-877-894-4474.
To include an event on the
arts calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague at
753-1916 or
hteague murrayledger.corn.
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to which he pleaded not guilty
on Sept. H.
• A large snowstorm blanketed
the region on Friday. March 7.
Although it was more snow than
Murray had seen in years. it
quickly melted by the beginning
of the following week.
• Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey. Jr. returned to work on
March 24 after a vehicle accident had confined him to a hospital bed for four months.
April
• On April l 5. the eve of the
one-year anniversary of the
Virginia Tech shootings that
claimed 32 lives. MSU unveiled
plans for enhanced campus
emergency technology and
strategies which will allow
either pre-recorded or live messages to be broadcast on campus.
• Security concerns prompted
the Calloway County Fiscal
Court to move their meetings to
the Judicial Center. All meetings
since April 15 have been held
there.
• An earthquake that measured
5.2 on the Richter scale sent
shockwaves through the region
at about 4:37 a.m. on April 18.
Aftershocks followed in the
week ahead.

irOvided

May
• Relay for Life was rescheduled because of rain for the first
time in 12 years, but celebrated
cancer survivors on Saturday.
May 3 instead.
• Elaine Chao. the U.S.
Secretary of Labor and wife of
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell.
spoke at MSU's commencement
ceremonies on May 10.
• Former President Bill
Clinton appeared at Central Park
on May 16 to support his wife.

t.04, loos

• Carroll iluhhard heat Rick
Johnson in the
ratiL prtmar!
, tor late seri:Ile. while
Chill011 V.011
ide margin of
:O.el
It.
Itat,iLk ()barna
across kentuLk
June
• The
M urray-Calloway
County Transit Authority broke
ground on a new 5.1881-square
foot office on June 16.
• Prominent Murray businessman Dan Hutson II died on June
18 after the small plane he was
flying crashed short of a runway
and burst into flames during an
emergency
landing
in
Springfield. Ky.
•The Purchase Area JeffersonJackson Dinner was held at
MSU's Curris Center on June
30. It featured Democratic
speakers such as Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins. State Rep. Melvin
Henley. state senate candidate
Carroll flubbard. U.S. Senate
candidate Bruce Lunsford. State
Auditor ('rim Luallen and Lt.
Gov. Dan Mongiardo.
July
• The
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital board voted 82 on July 2 to extend MCCH
Chief Executive Officer Keith
Bailey's contract to September
2011. Board chairman Dr. Jack
Rose voted in opposition, as did
board member Steve Owens.
• The Charlie Daniels Band
played during the annual July 4
Froggy Fest.
• MSC put down $50,08.) on
an option to buy 23 acres of land
in Paducah on July 9.
• The City of Murray was
approved for $200.000 in side-

•See Page 2
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Ledger A. Times Photo
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY CONSTRUCTION: A steelworker can be seen in October, working on the new Richmond
Residential College at Murray State University The structure will be located on Waldrop Drive, west of Hester College. The
building will be similar to that of the recently-completed Lee Clark College, also located on Waldrop Dnve. University officials
estimate the dorm will be completed in time for the opening of the 2009 fall semester.

The following are some of the
2008 highlightsfrom the Murray
Ledger dt Times.
Compiled by
Haidns Town
January
• After spending Christmas at
home, Murray's 438th Military
Police Company boarded two
buses and headed back to Fort
Dix. N.J.. on Jan. I. then
shipped back to Iraq on Jan. 24.
• Christmas decorations in
Murray-Calloway
County
Central Park were found vandalized the morning of Sunday.
Jan. 6. The total damage was
estimated at $5,000. A $500
reward was offered and three
juveniles were charged with the
crime on Jan. 10 after the
Murray Police Department followed up on an anonymous tip.
• MPD officers were dispatched to the Bee Creek Soccer
Complex on Jan. 15 after a possible abandoned meth lab was
found there. No drug residue
was found and police declared
the area safe.
• The Murray City Council on
Jan. 24 passed the first reading
of an ordinance to require
restaurant owners to acquire a
free permit to serve alcohol outside. Restaurants were also
required to have a wall at least
four feet high and have landscaping around the serving area.
• Murray resident Katrina
Shank testified before Congress
for 15 minutes on Jan. 29 about
the circumstances surrounding
her husband, Roberts. death at
the Veteran's Affairs Medical
Center in Marion. III. on Aug.
10, 2007. Along with another
Kentucky widow, she sued the
U.S. government over his surgical care in May. The government

protested in September that the
suit was filed prematurely. In
November. she settled the suit
for $975,000.
February
• Strong winds caused a great
deal of damage across the county on Feb. 6. but it paled in comparison damage to some nearby
and surrounding counties.
Meanwhile. Murray native
Chelsea Crook survived the
major tornado that struck Union
University in Jackson, Tenn.
where she attended college.
• City Councilman Robert
Billington. Jr first discussed
putting signs above traffic lights
on 12th Street on Feb. 14. The
plan Y.:IS carried out in August.
Ward,
the
•
Mike
Commonwealth Attorney for the
42nd District of Calloway and
Marshall counties, was arrested
and charged with driving under
the influence in Benton on Feb.
16. Circuit Judge Dennis Foust
asked him to resign soon after,
hut he stayed on the job and
pleaded guilty to the charge on
March 5. He was charged with
another DUI on July I I. After
pleading guilty again, he
resigned on Aug. 14. Gov. Steve
Beshear appointed Murray attorney C. Mark Blankenship to the
post in October.
• Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. spoke
at MSU's Lovett Auditorium on
Feb. 28.
Mardi
• Federal Judge Thomas
Russell in Paducah dismissed 62
members of MSU's Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity from a wrongful death suit after ruling there
was no evidence that they provided alcohol to Harrison Yonts
at a November 2005 party. Yonts
was convicted in February 2007

of wanton murder, drunken driving and other charges in the
crash that resulted in the death
of an MSU graduate student.
• Flood waters on Elm Grove
Road became high enough on
March 4 to submerge the vehicle
of Almo resident Shirley Mills.
prompting Kentucky State
Police and Calloway County

emergency service personnel to
come to her rescue.
• On March 18. Ray Walker
died after MPD Officer John
Cooper struck his vehicle at the
intersection of Highway 94 and
LP Miller Street while responding to a silent alarm. On Aug.
25. a grand jury indicted Cooper
for reckless homicide, a charge

-*-41111211=110iulle
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Ledger & Times Photo
COMBINE TIME: Farmers in Calloway County, Ky., have
been working long hours combining soybeans and corn.
Other farmers have been equally as busy cutting tobacco.
Pictured above, these farmers were working in September, in
a field near the intersection of Kentucky 783 and the Mitchell
Story Road in the southwestern portion of Calloway County.

ledger & Times Photo
GOLD STAR MOTHER: Donna Herndon, left, accepts her Gold Star Mother license plate from Brig. Gen Les Beavers, U.S.
Army (Flet.), commissioner of the Department of Veterans Affairs in November. The presentation came 17 years after her son
Roger A. Hemdon's death in military service.
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hours to rescue him. but they
had recently completed training
specifically designed to rescue
people from grain bins.
Beshear
• Gov. Steve
announced a new budget plan on
Dec. II. saying public universities would only be asked to cut 2
percent of their budgets instead
of the 4 percent figure that had
previously been discussed.
Officials later decided to close
campus for an additional three

days during the Christmas
break, which was estimated to
save $25.000.
• Jimmy and Jenna Bucy were
severely burned when their
home on Gibbs Store Road
exploded in flames on Dec.I3.
The explosion was apparently.
caused by a propane gas leak.
officials said. They were flown
to Nashville's Vanderbilt Burn
Center. where they are still
receiving treatment.

Ledger & Times Photo

CAMPUS REALMES: Incoming freshmen at Murray State University in Murray, Ky., learned about the many aspects of colWye life in August, during the 'Great Beginnings• Realities on Campus" program at MSLJ's Lovett Auditorium. The stage production covered an assortment of topics including parking tickets, drinking on campus and sexually transmitted infections. The
"Great Beginnings" cast consisted of MSU students from various disciplines. Pictured above, sophomore Ivey Lewis, a Studio
Art major from Lexington. reads a "Freshman Fairy Tale" to members of the audience.

walk money from the state. The
city's Transportation Committee
decided on Nov. 25 to use the
funds to build sidewalks along
Sycamore Street.
Mount
• On Aug. ). a bomb threat
caused police to close Wal-Mart
for two hours while officers
search the store.
• Dr. Jack Rose surprised
MCCH board members and
local officials on Aug.6 when he
announced he would be resigning as board chairman after
Sept. 3.
• The Calloway County Fiscal
Cowl passed the first reading of
next year's tax rates on Aug. 19,
moving to eliminate the jail tax
in 2009.
• The
Murray
Police
Department installed a new
Positron Power 911 System at
the department's emergency
operations center that is capable
of receiving and tracking emergency calls even if the caller is
unable to do more than dial the
number.
September
• Calloway County Coroner
Mike Garland and his wife faced
charges of cultivating more than
five marijuana plants. They
pleaded not guilty at their
arraignment on Sept. 19. In
October. a grand jury returned
10 counts of drug, theft.
weapons and official misconduct offenses against them.
• MSU's Board of Regents
voted 6-5 on Sept. 12 to purchase land in Paducah intended
for an extended campus facility.
• The remnants of Hurricane
Ike swept through the region on
Sept. 14, leaving county and city
workers with plenty of limbs,
power lines and other debris to
clean up in the following days.

• The Purchase District Health
Department was informed on
Sept. 19 that an MSU student
was
diagnosed
with
Meningococcal meningitis, a
severe bacterial infection that
affects the thin lining covering
the brain and spinal cord.
• William "Bill" Cherry. who
served as mayor of Murray from
1989 to 1996, died Sept. 22 at
the age of 87. Community leaders mourned his death and City
Hall closed for an hour-and-ahalf on Sept. 25 so employees
could attend his funeral.

• The MSU Board of Regents
voted on Nov. 14 to take no
action to terminate President Dr.
Randy Dunn's contract, which
automatically renewed the contract until December 2012.
• As the U.S. automotive
industry struggled to stay afloat,
Murray's
Webasto
plant
weighed its options on how to
stay open.
• Lisa Cope was selected as
the new director of Playhouse in
the Park in the second half of the
month.

November
• State Sen. Ken Winters won
re-election with the help of
Calloway County voters on Nov.
4. Greg Anderson and John
-Melvin" Bowers won their bids
for the Murray City Council
while
Councilman
David
Ramey was ousted after one
term.
• The 438th Military Police
Company were greeted by family and friends during a patriotic
welcome in the Calloway
County High School gymnasium on Nov. 9.

Ledger & Times Photo

Center of Health & Wellness Conference Room
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
The Cooper Clayton Method, one of the most effective ways to stop smoking. is
now available. Whether you've tried before or just know you should stop, this
program is for you. Class meets each Tuesday for 13 weeks. Space is limited.
so register now!

Center for Health & Wellness
270-762-1348

HealthsWellness

December
• On Dec. 5. Calloway County
Fire-Rescue personnel were
called to Pondersosa Farms near
Lynn Grove to rescue Jeff
Murdock, who was a man nearly buried by hundreds of pounds
of beans in a grain bin. It took
CCFR officials more than two

SCOUT POPCORN: Nathan Watson, a senior at Murray High School, displays a box of Boy Scout popcorn in November with
his picture on the cover. The popcorn is distributed across the nation.

•
Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoking
Free classes begin Tuesday, January 6th

1)1

Ledger & Times Photc

GOT MILK?: Kentucky 2594. east Chestnut Street. was
closed for several hours in October between U.S. 641
Business/north 4th Street and Industrial Road so workers
could erect two large silos at Morningstar Foods, Inc. The
roadway remained open to local traffic on each side of the
closure. Approximately 4,000 vehicles travel this section of
Kentucky 2594 in an average day, commented Keith Todd,
public information officer for District One and Two with the
Kentucky Department of Transportation in Reidland. Pictured
above, workers It one of the silos into place.

October
• Missy Jenkins Smith. who
works at the Calloway County
Day Treatment Center. released
her book, "I Choose to Be
Happy: A School Shooting
Survivor's Triumph
Over
Tragedy." The book details her
struggles after being shot at age
15 in 1997 while she was a student at Paducah's Heath High
School.
• The Murray Woman's Club
held a political forum on Oct. 9
featuring Ken Winters. Carroll
Hubbard, Bruce Lunsford, city
council candidates and U.S.
Congress candidate Heather
Ryan.

Wouldn't It Feel Good To Breathe Easy?

10.10,:log

• On Nov. 25. the City Council
passed the first reading of an
ordinance to allow alcohol sales
until 12:15 a.m. New Year's Day
2009.
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Happy Holidays!
The Calloway County Alliance
for
Substance Abuse Prevention
wishes you a safe, sober,
spiritfilled holiday season.
sober

Lift at It'.
best.
Add nothinif

Spirit
Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention

762-7332
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THE YEAR IN SPORTS
Top 10 voting

No. 1
Murray State women win
their first ever Ohio
Valley Conference crown
The number one moment from
this past year — without hesitation
or question — was the Murray State
women's basketball team capturing
the OVC Tournament title and making its first NCAA appearance.
where unceremoniously. they were
beat out by Duke in the East
Regional played in Maryland. Then
shortly after, first-year coach Jody
Adams jumped ship for Wichita
State.

The year 2008 has been called the greatest sports
year ever by such high authorities as ESPN and Sport.
Illustrated.
With a Super Bowl for the ages, record-shattering
Olympics. possibly the greatest tennis match ever
combined with Tiger Woods' heroic performance in
the U.S. Open, those claims seem to hold water.
But what were the biggest sports stories of the year
in Murray and Calloway County? The women's basketball team's first-ever berth in the NCAA
Tournament? The Laker football squad's trip to the
state semifinals? Racer linebacker Nathan Williams'
dominance of opposing offenses this fall?
They're all here, plus more, as the Ledger & Times
counts down the top 10 sports stories of 2008.

No. 2
Lakers advance to
semifinals,
rewrite
record books
Another local squad making
history in 2008 was the
Calloway County football team.
The Lakers' magical playoff run
came to a heartbreaking end in
a 52-49 loss to BuIlitt East in
the state semifinals, but
Calloway's talented senior class
rewrote the school's record books while
taking the Laker program farther than it
had ever gone before. Calloway finished the season 11-3, averaged 37
points per game and crowned new
career leaders in every major offensive
category while rattling off an eightgame winning streak that carried them
through the state quarterfinals.

No. 5
Racers swing for fences, add softball
Murray State announced in the spring that it will add softball for
the 2009-2010 szason In the latter half of the fall. MSU hired Jay
Pyron to head up the program and lust recently Pyron finished his
first ever recruiting process with 13 fresh faces that will descend on
the MSU campus this fall.

No. 6
Calloway-Marshall
girls' basketball border wars
Calloway County's girls
basketball team set a school
record with 26 wins during
the 2007-08 season, but the
year will be most remembered for the lady Lakers'
four epic battles with
Marshall County. Calloway
staved off Marshall in two
regular season meetings, then
needed double overtime to
beat them in a district championship game that would
earn the title as game of the
year. But in the First Region
Marshall
championship,
finally caught up. denying the
Lady Lakers a second consecutive Sweet Sixteen berth.

No. 7
Racer soccer nets OVC regular season title
On top of winning the regular season conference crown this past
year, Beth Acreman and crew notched the program's 12th win, besting the program record II wins they recorded in 2007. On the flip
side however, the Racers were heat out in the semifinals by
eventual champion Morehead State in a 5-4 shootout in the
conference tournament.

No. 3
Nathan Williams goes out in style
In his sixth and final year of football as a Racer, the former
Murray High School product made the most of his season by
being named Ohio Valley Conference Defensive Player of the
Year and was also voted a First-Team All-American by the 7
Associated Press and Walter Camp Foundation. Williams led
all levels of college football with 179 total tackles. His 14.9
tackles per game ties for sixth all-time in the ICS. He finished fifth in the Buck
---Suebattan voting, the award given out for the best defensive player at the FCS

No. 4

No. 9

No. 10

Out with the old, in with the new.
Soda!

A legend returns
Murray/Calloway County basketball
fans know Ron Greene. Which is why
the 69-year-old coaching veteran's foray
out of retirement and into the coaching
vacancy at Murray High School caused
quite a stir. In addition to coaching stops
at Murray State(1978-85)and Calloway
County (1992-99). Greene also coached
Indiana State and Mississippi State during his illustrious career.

,
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Not only did the Tiger basketball team advance to the quarterfinals of the All 'A' Classic state tournament, but Murray's baseball team also made it to state on the heels of senior pitcher Bradley Cobb's sectional no-hitter at Crittenden County. Cobb threw 100 pitches and struck out 10 batters, punching his
team's ticket to Lexington's Applebee's Park. In basketball. the Tigers staved off a last-second shot
attempt by Somerset at Eastern Kentucky's McBrayer Arena to advance to the quarterfinals.
`4*. ritSY

The Murray/Calloway County
area was home to not just one
region champion boys' cross
country team in 2008. but two.
Both the Tigers and Lakers captured their respective region
titles
in
November and
advanced to the state meet in
Lexington, where Calloway was
runner-up in Class 2A behind a
ninth-place individual finish
from senior leader Daniel
Hopkins.

It wasn't so much where Jody Adams was going to
go, but when.
The up-and-coming hot commodity coach took her
first ever OVC coaching title ring and bolted for
Wichita State at season's end. Luckily for the
women's basketball program, they didn't have to look
far for a replacement. Thirteen-year assistant Rob
Cross finally took over the reins as just the 12th coach
in the program's history.

Murray enjoys unprecedented All 'A' success

MIMI

No. 8
Cross country runners
conquer regions
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Doggone good effort
'UNDERDOG' LAMERS STAGL
SECOND HALF COMEBACK;
FALL TO WOODLAWN IN
CHAMPIONSHIP OF MURRAY
BANK CLASSIC

./.
ED REINKE i AP
DeAndre Liggins can't really
;
o . am n why he refused an order
fr
Billy Gillispie to enter the
An* in the second half of a win
over Kansas State in Las Vegas
a month ago. Maybe it was ego.
Maybe 0 was immaturity. Maybe
.! was simply a freshman being
i freshman. Maybe it was all of
.,-lose things.

Liggins
trying to
get a leg up
FRESHMAN
MOVING ON
AFTER CLASH
WITH GILLISPIE
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API — It
was a moment that showcased
every reason why Billy Gillispie
wanted DeAndre Liggins to play
basketball at Kentucky: competitive, stubborn and gutsy.
It was also, the freshman point
guard admits now, a mistake.
Liggins can't really explain why
he refused an order from Gillispie
to enter the game in the second half
of. a win over Kansas State in Las
Vegas a month ago. Maybe it was
ego. Maybe it was immaturity.
Maybe it was simply a freshman
being a freshman. Maybe it was all
of those things.
Whatever it was. Liggins said he
knows that he put his career at
Kentucky in jeopardy almost
before it began.
"It was a bad day for me,"
Liggins said. "I had to get over that
and coach and I see eye to eye
now...
Liggins knows he doesn't have a
choice, particularly after Gillispie
made the unorthodox decision to
not send him packing after committing what is considered by some the
ultimate sign of disrespect.
The two had a heart-to-heart talk
after the game and Liggins went
out the next night and played 27
inspired minutes in a victory over
West Virginia.
Gillispie called Liggins' performance against the Mountaineers
"courageous." a performance
Liggins didn't see coming when he
nervously sat down with Gillispie
after his blowup.
"I was kind of scared. But me
and coach had a talk and ever since
then we see eye to eye," Liggins
said. "He was just telling me 'I
understand why you didn't want to
go in the game' and stuff like that."
Liggins has steadily worked his
way back into Cillispie's good
graces. He earned his first career
start in an 82-54 romp over Central
Michigan on Monday.
Getting six points, a team-high
eight assists and five rebounds in
22 minutes turned out to be the
easy part of his night. The hard part
came afterward when he addressed
the media for the first time since his
Vegas vacation.
Backpack slung across his broad
shoulders, legs shaking nervously
as the cameras zoomed in. Liggins
politely answered questions for
more than 10 minutes and tried to
xplain himself.
"I just got caught up. I just got
frustrated," he said. "I just wanted
to play."
It's that kind of competitiveness
that attracted Gillispie to Liggins in
the first place, and the feeling is
mutual. Liggins said repeatedly
dunng media day in October that
he loved Gillispie because "he
wants to win as badly as I do."
Of course, refusing to play is
kind of a funny way to show it.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Calloway County took a swift blow to
the chin in the first half of Friday night's
Murray Bank Holiday Classic championship game against Birmingham
Woodlawn. but the Lakers' second-half
effort would have made Rocky himself
proud.
Down by as many as 18 in the second
quarter and
MEW Wadi
getting run
Ilisiday Cassie
by.
ragged
Saturday
ultra-athletic HorArts,....4e 69. Orden City 57
Wool:Yawl
52.
PAOGarock 36
Woodlawn.
Fulon Oly 74. On. Country Clay
the
Laker. 61
had
gotten Calloway Co 78 Joppa 46
just one point lik6avock 56Monday
Una,City 46
of production Country Day 67 Jowls 51
from senior W000lasyr,63. lioplunsvdle 45
75 Fulton CO,/ 70
standout Calloway CoTuatuary
George Unon City 79, Joppa 38
Garner and Country Dm 45 McGavoca 36
HePlurawilla 46, Fullon City 47
were playing Woodman
Co 47
51,, Cu
the role of
heavy underdog to a 'T'.
Calloway ultimately relinquished the
championship trophy to Woodlawn and
Murray State signee Ed Daniel 55-47, but
it didn't come without a furious secondhalf rally that saw the Lakers trailing by
just one with a minute remaining.
-Last year, I think they would have
closed us out by 20 or 25,- said Calloway
coach Bruce Lane, whose team lost its first
game since opening night at the Marshall
County Hoop Fest. "Being down by as
much as we were is something this team
hasn't experienced this year. but I was
really pleased with the comeback."
Several costly turnovers cost Calloway
in the final minute after Garner connected
on one of two free throws to cut
Woodlawn's lead to 48-47, the slimmest
margin the Colonels had enjoyed since
early in the first quarter.
The Ulcers turned the ball over on three
of their final four possessions and watched
Woodlawn go 6-for-6 from the charity
•See LAKERS,2C

GARRY JONES AP
Louisville coach Rick Pitino hasn't lost faith in Edgar Sosa's ability. but he doesn't have time to
wait for his team's best aHaround point guard to get his
head straight The Cardinals
host UNLV or Wednesday, and
they II do it with shooting guards
Preston Knowles and Jerry
Smith in the backcourt, leaving
the playmaking to forwards Earl
Clark and Terrence Williams
while Sosa watches from the
t,enrh

Patient
Pitino
COACH NOT
WORRIED ABOUT
'POINTLESS' CARDS

TOMMY DILLARD /Ledger & limes
Calloway County forward George Garner attempts to avoid Birmingham
Woodlawn defenders Luther Ikner (left) and Bobby King during the Lakers 5547 loss in the championship game of the Murray Bank Holiday Classic on
Tuesday,

Milestone High Night for MHS
MCCLURE GETS 1000TH POINT;
LADY TIGERS INCH CLOSER TO CHAMPIONSHIP
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
With less than seven minutes in a game
where the Murray High Lady Tigers were
leading by thirty-two points. Stacey
McClure sunk her second free throw and
an odd thing happened — the entire Lady
Tiger bench erupted in cheers.
En route to a 60-26 win over Lyon
County. McClure's 15 points put her in
the elite list of players with 1,000 career
points.
-It couldn't happen to a better young
lady," said Murray High head coach
Rechelle Turner. -She has matured from a
young girl to a very mature young lady.
Her role's really changed over the years
and she's stepped up this year and become
the player that 1 knew she could be all
along ... I couldn't be prouder of her."
The first quarter of the game played
out eerily similar to the opening round
victory over Fort Knox where Murray
High came out swinging hard. The Lady
Tigers built up a 22-6 lead over the Lady
Lyons, thanks to strong defensive trapping, and never looked back.
"That was probably the best first half
of basketball that we've played all year,"
Turner said. "The intensity was great
from the start. I told the kids we had to
turn defense into offense and we did that."
Overall, the offense scored over half
their points off of turnovers, and racked
up 21 steals. The Lady Tigers went in to
the game knowing the defense would
make a huge difference in the outcome of

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
Stacey McClure drives to the basket against Lyon County's Sarah White.
McClure scored 15 points and reached 1,000 career points in the Lady Tigers'
win over the Lady Lyons.
the game and they didn't want to be left
with a close score late in the fourth quarter.
"We talked about that before the game.

I said 'Lyon County1 has done an outstanding job of closing out games and
winning." Turner said. "We knew we had
II See MHS,2C

i
n ck-strike Tigers tame Cougars
MHS SLIDES WAY INTO
CONSOLATION CHAMPIONSHIP
By 11M MACALLISTER
Special To The Ledger
The Murray Tigers struck fast and didn't let up in the second game of the Roy's
Bar-B-Q/First Southern National Bank
tournament.
The Tigers beat the co-host Logan
County Cougars 69-51. They used a large
first quarter lead to fuel a berth into the
consolation championship game.

Logan County's junior guard Brett
Sowell started the scoring with a layup
and the foul but that would be the extent of
the scoring for the Cougars in the first
quarter. The Tigers used a stingy press
defense and a quick score offense to give
themselves a large advantage.
Senior post player Aaron Jones started
the scoring for Murray with a free throw, a
minute into the first quarter. The Tigers'
senior forward Chastin Sheppard made a
free throw and added a lay up on the next
possession to give Murray a 4-3 lead.
Junior larvae Langford added two threes

with a jump shot trom senior t_ oic Hun tn
between.
Seth Parker-Bell, a junior for the
Tigers, contributed just seconds after his
entry into the game. knocking down two
free throws. Hurt added a three pointer
with just seconds left in the first quarter.
handing the Cougars a 14 point deficit, 173.
"We got out of the box early and made
a nice run." head coach Ron Greene said.
"We got it started and jumped on them but
•See TIGERS,2C

By WILL OWES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Every once in a while. Edgar Sosa
will do something that will remind
Rick Pitino why he likes his enigmatic point guard so much.
Maybe it's a nifty wraparound
pass to Louisville teammate
Sarnardo Samuels after Sosa snakes
his way through the lane. Maybe
it's a well-timed 3-pointer from the
top of the key. Maybe it's a deflection at the front of Louisville's suffocating fullcourt press.
Yet three years into his rollercoaster career, the plays aren't
coming fast enough for Sosa. his
coach or the 18th-ranked Cardinals.
Pitino hasn't lost faith in Sosa's
ability, but he doesn't have time to
wait.
The Cardinals(8-2) host streaking UNLV (11-2) on Wednesday.
and they'll do it with shooting
guards Preston Knowles and Jerry
Smith in the backcourt. That leaves
the playmaking to forwards Earl
Clark and Terrence Williams while
Sosa watches from the bench. - After spending more than two
seasons watching Sosa be either
brilliant or bratty, Pitino doesn't
think he has a choice.
"If his mind-set would change
he'd be a great playmaker," the
coach said. "His mind-set is he gets
so emotional that he wants to score,
and then if he doesn't score he gets
down on his game and that's the
toughest thing with him."
Chastised as a freshman for
being a little too exuberant following even the most mundane of
plays. Sosa has slipped to the other
end of the spectrum. Moody at
times, Sosa vanished from the leeker room following Louisville's 8262 win over UAB last weekend, a
game in which he played just six
minutes, none in the second half.
"I was watching a clip last year
right before the half he went in, had
a layup hit the front rim and missed
it and had his head down as he was
going off the court." Pitino said.
"The air just came out of him.
We've just got to get him to the
point where he just thinks about
playmaking. I think he can be an
outstanding playmaker.Maybe. but time is quickly running out. Sosa has already been
passed by Smith. Knowles and
Andre McGee on the depth chart as
Pitino has chosen to run the offense
through his talented forwards.
"Our guards are good. they're
steady, they get the job done, but I
don't think they're playmakers necessarily.- Pitino said. "The playmakers on this team are Earl and TWill and I don't think there's anything wrong with that."
Williams and Clark have
accounted for nearly half (83) of
Louisville's 186 assists. Sosa leads
Louisville guards with 30 assists,
but 10 of those came in the seasonopener against Morehead State.
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• The Calloway County Laker basketball team won the Eagle Classic at Ohio County on Dec. 20-23. Pictured are: (front row,
from left) Austin Lilly, Derek Solomon, Justin Hill, Shawn Thompson, Blake Maness Brock Simmons, Chris Dobbins,
Joseph Kelly (Middle row, from left) Jordan Bumpus, Josh Humphreys. George Garner, Jeremy Pruitt and Tyrrell Willis.

•MHS

Lakers
From Page 1C
stripe in the dosing seconds to
escape Jeffrey Gymnasium with
dophy in tow.
"We didn't play well down
the stretch, and we're going to
have to work on that in practice,"
Lane said. -We need to start putting two minutes on the clock,
putting a scenario up. A lot of
these guys have only had nine or
ten practices so far and we just
really haven't had the time."
Calloway
outscored
Woodlawn 18-9 in the third
quarter to cut the Colonels' lead
to four. Garner scored nine of his
11 points in the third, six of
Which sparked the Lakers to a 62,run to close the quarter.
Garner had been missing
from the Lakers' offense in the
ftrst- half, as Calloway seemed
tentative to attack the inside and
settled for nine three-point
attempts.
, "Ile was forcing a few thinos,
and you can't get it in on Ed
(Daniel) because he's averaging
six blocks a game," Lane said.
-If you get in too deep on him,
it's probably coming right back
out. I thought he settled down
real nicely in the second half,
though. he and Tyrrell (Willis)
both::
Willis scored all five of his
points in the fourth quarter and
attacked the offensive glass,
playing more minutes than he's
seen'.since trading his football
helrtet for a basketball jersey
three weeks ago.
• His floater in the lane found
the net and drew a foul to cut
Woodlawn's lead to 48-46 with
1;45 remaining in the game. but
his free throw clanked.
Calloway struggled from the
charity stripe as a team, and it
cOst them down the stretch.
Garner was I -for-3 from the
stripe in the fourth quarter while

Willis was 1-for-2.
Eight Lakers found the scoring column on a balanced offensive night that saw just two players reach double-figures —
Gamer and sophomore guard
Brock Simmons, who score II
and knocked down three trifectas.
After a I 2-point first quarter
from Daniel that included two
dunks. Calloway held the 6-foot7 senior to just five points for the
remainder of the game. Some of
that had to do with Woodlawn's
switch to a more uptempo style
of play while Lane attributed the
rest to his team's defensive game
plan.
"They kind of went away
from him and he picked up a few
fouls," Lane said. "When they
weren't making outside shots,
we tried to get a man in front of
him and behind him at all times,
trying to double down on him.
But he hurt us a couple times
tonight. He's very quick on the
baseline and he can get to the
rim."
"We wanted to try to make
them beat us from the outside, and
they hit several threes in the first
half," Lane said."Wejust couldn't
get a whole lot of stops on them in
the first half and they put us on
our heels."
Calloway falls to 8-2 on the
season and will open a five-game
stretch that includes three district
contests Saturday night at
Marshall County.
Woodlawn
Calloway Co

20 14 9
11 10 18

12 — 55
8-47

B ham Woodlawn (15-2) — Daniel 17,
Davis 12 Dobyne 9 Ikner 8, Jenkins 4,
Browe 2. Peterson 2.
FG: 17-45 3-pt: 2-7 FT: 19-29
Rebounds: 38 Turnovers: 14 Fouls:
16
Calloway Co. (8-2) — Simmons 11.
Gamer 11. Thompson 7, Kelly 6. Willis 5.
Lilly 3, Dobbins 2, Solomon 2
FG: 17-48 3-pt: 5-16 FT: 6-12
Rebounds: 30 Turnovers: 17 Fouls:
17
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From Page 1C
to take advantage of our speed
and quickness defensively, we
knew we needed to hound their
guards."
A major difference in the
team compared to the first round
of the tournament was attitude.
Turner noted her team appeared
more confident and energetic
and that made a huge difference
on the court. She said a lot of the
change came from an hour-long
workou4 the team had earlier in
the day.
"It was positive tonight, the
kids were for each other with the
assists, everybody got excited
when somebody made a good
play and that's what it's about.
It's playing smart, playing hard
and playing together and we did
that," she said. "I do think the
practice this morning really
made a difference. We had some
attitude adjustments, some attitude changes and the kids
responded."
A scare came in the last
minute when Lady Tiger freshman Amanda McDonald went
down in the backcourt and had
to be carried off the court.
Turner said that the trainers did
several tests and believe it to just
be a strained right knee.
With the win over the Lady
Lyons, the Lady Tigers moved
closer to a team milestone of
their own — winning their hosted tournament. It's been three
years since Murray High has
won their own tournament, and
now all that is left is the championship game against Paducah
Tilghman. Turner said that not
making the final game last year
provided incentive for the team.

r.amor.,

Monday
Paducah Tilohman 58, North Oldham 41
Fulton Co 39. St Mary 36
Lyon Co. 52, Carlisle Co 47
Murray 54, Fort Knox 18
Today
St Mary 38. North Oldham 31
Carlisle Co. 50. Fort Knox 31
Paducah Tilghman 66. Fulton Co 41
Murray 60. Lyon Co 26
Wednesday
11 am
North Oldham vs Fort Knox
12 30 p m.
St Mary vs. Carlisle Co
Fulton Co vs Lyon Co.
2 p to
Paducah Tilghman vs. Murray 3:30 p.m
Lyon Co
Murray

6
22

6 7 7-26
14 10 14 — 60

Lyon Co. (5-3) — Spnngs 6, White 6.
Rhodes 5. Riggs 4, Doom 2, Bodges 2
McGill 1.
FG: 11-42. 3-pt: 0-5 FT: 4-10
Rebounds: 26 Turnovers: 29 Fouls:
14.
Murray (6-4) — McClure 15, Armstrong
9, Sh. Crouch 9. Le. Dielernan 8, Benson
6, McAllister 4, La Dieleman 3,
Winchester 2. Brodie 2, House 2.
FG: 21-48 3-pt: 4-10 FT: 14-18
Rebounds: 39 Turnovers: 22. Fouls:
18

www.murra)iedgenctim

Barbee 3 Washington 1
FG: 18 3-pt: 2 FT: 15-19 Rebounds:
31 Turnovers: 23 Fouls: 28

OF MURRAY

I vmuld like to thank everyonefor the .support the people of Murray, Calloway counts
and West Tennessee have given me for tht
past 30 years as owner of Murray's Pier I
Imports. I would also like to thank my customers here at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet and
Toyota of Murray who have made my first
year in car sales a success. Stop by and see
me anytime ifyou are in the marketfor a car
or just want to say hi, our selections are
good and prices are at an all-time low.
- Steve Andrit,

DWAIN TAYLOR
GM • Cedilla(

Chevrolet • Buick • Pontiac •

Hwy. 641 S.• Murrpy •(270) 753-2617

Girls Basketball
Beechikood 60 Cin Deer Park, Ohio
50
Dayton 60 Newport 45
Lou Assumption 48 Lou Eastern 29
Newport Central Catholc 78, Bellevue
34
Rowan Co 67 Lou DuPont Manual 57
St Patrick 86. West Carter 58
Allen County-Scottsville Invitational
Bowling Green 51 Franklin Co 39
Belfry Tournament
Pikeville 66. Raceland 57. 20T
Campbellsville Tournament
Campbellsville 56. Bardstown 48
Casey Co 56, Clinton Co 39
Spencer Co 43 Australian Travel Team
37
Taylor Co. 50 LaRue Co. 37
Daviess County Tournament
Apollo 82. Lou Fairdale 41
Lou Holy Cross 72. Union Co 59
Lou Waggoner 56, Lou Valley 32
Owensboro 74, Daviess Co 66
Owensboro Catholic 65. Bullet East 58
Webster Co 66. Middlesboro 24
Daytona Beach Sunshine Classic,
Fla.
Etizabethlown 61, Cypress Bay, Fla 42
John Hardin 57, Mennee Co 55
Fort Walton Beech Blowout, Fla.
Ft Walton Beach, Fla 52. Lou. Southern
19
Greenwood invitational
Greenwood 42, Muhlenberg North 30
Lou. Iroquois 48, Franklin-Simpson 39
Marshall Co 44, Clay Co 43
Nelson Co. 36. Cmn Princeton, Ohio 28
Rockcastie Co. 62. Green Co 46
Warren East 81. Christian Co. 71
Jackson Christian Holiday
Tournament, Tenn.
Community Christian :Paducah) 52,
Nashville Chnstian Academy, Tenn 37
Judy Eversole Invitational
Allen Central 51. Fairview 45
Madison Southern Tournament
Grayson Co 45, Garrard Co. 27
Mason Co. 52. Williamsburg 51
Mercer County Christmas Clash
Corbin 53, Oldham Co. 51
Lewis Co 60, Scott 55
Madison Central 54, Lox Henry Clay
50
Mercer Co 49, Monticello 43
Murray Classic
Carlisle Co. 50, Fort Knox 31
Paducah Tilghman 66. Fulton Co. 41
SI Mary 38. North Oldham 31
Russellville ("71sic
Picken County. Tenn 64, Russell Co.
57
Pickett County, Tenn 59, Metcalfe Co.
40
Russellville 53, John Hardin 41
Russellville 64, Estill Co 51
South Laurel Classic
Bell Co. 54, Adair Co. 47
Harlan Co. 53, Cherokee. Tenn 45
Western Hills Classic
Australian Travel Team 54, Western
Hills 50

a Tigers

Paducah Tilghman advances
to the championship round with From Page 1C
a 66-41 victory over Fulton they came back to make a nice
County. Turner said she is antic- run."
ipating a good game against a
The Cougars started the secstrong opponent in the champi- ond quarter on a 8-2 run in which
onship game.
four different Cougars scored.
"To become a better basket- The lead down to eight, 19-11, the
ball team we've got to challenge teams started to trade baskets.
ourselves and play the teams Hun made two free throws and
that are better than us and Cougar Seth McReynolds made a
tomorrow when we take the floater in the lane. Sheppard hit a
court, they'll be better than us," free throw and the Cougars
She said. "If we can put four answered right back.
quarters together and play with
The Cougars ended the half
the same attitudes and enthusi- with a 5-2 mini-run and the Tigers
asm and effort as tonight. I think led by seven, 29-22 at the half.
we can give them a run for their Hun led the Tigers at halftime
money. That's what it's about, with II points.
The Tigers were led in scoring
playing better competition to
by Hurt who had 24 points and
make yourself better."
seven rebounds. Fellow senior
Sheppard also had a solid night
recording 16 points and a game
high eight rebounds down low.
• Calloway County sophoThe Cougars were led in scormore Averee Fields was named ing by Drake Downey with eight
to the at-tournament team for her
points although nine players
performance at the Gateway
Classic in Montgomery County scored for Logan County.
Murray advances to face
this week. The Lady Lakers lost
to Lexington Lafayette on Pickett County, Tenn. in the conMurray
17 12 17 23 — 69
Pulaski
Saturday,
beat
Logan Co
3 19 12 17 — 51
Southwestern on Sunday and fell
to North Laurel in overtime on
Murray (6-2) — Hurt 24, Sheppard 16.
Monday. Fields led Calloway in
Jones 10. Langford B. Benton 2, Parkerscoring in all three games, notchBell 2, Foster 2
2
-pt.: 16 3-pt: 4 FT: 23-34 Rebounds:
ing
26
points
against
26
Turnovers: 19 Fouls: 18
against
Southwestern, 17
Logan Co. (0-10) — Downey 8,
Lafayette and 15 against North
McReynolds 7 Graham 7 Lancaster 6,
Laurel.
Blakey 5, Sowell 5, Parks 4, Covington 4,

SportsBriefs

CHECK
US OUT
ON THE
WEB
AT

s TOYOTA

oe

Lady Tiger Classic

Tuesday's Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Basketball
Burgin 66 Lou St Francis 49
Grayson Co 54 Apollo 49
Greenup Co 70, Johnson Central 60
Greenwood 55, Daviess Co 47
Lee Co 52 Ovisley Co 34
Scott 98 Calvary Christian 57
St Henry 64, Dixie Heights 42
Woodlawn Ala 55, Calloway Co 47
Beth Haven Tournament
Cmn Summit Country Day. Ohio 73
Wolfe Co 62
Big Red Shoot-Out
Clay Co 59, David Crockett. Tenn 39
Black Bear Holiday Classic
Whitley Co 59. Pineville 58
Bracken County Classic
Bishop Brossart 56. Lewis Co 36
Bristol, Tenn. Tournament
Lex Bryan Station 68, Gate City. Va 47
Calloway Country Classic
Hopkinsville 68 Fulton City 47
Campbellsville Tournament
Mayfield 44. Morgan Co 42
Centralia Tournament
Paducah Tilghman 80. Mitchell. Tenn 64
FL Walton Beach, Fla. Tournament
Clinton Co 41, Faith Christian. Fla 40
Graves County Roundball Classic
70, Stone
Allen
Co -Scottsville
Mernonal Tenn 49
Tournament
Jetforsontown
Coy. Catholic 54, Owensboro 47
Lou Waggoner 79, South Oldham 72
Muhlenberg North 91 North Oldham 59
Lexington Catholic Tournament
Lou St. Xavier 45. Hazard 37
Lou Trinity 58. Len Chnstian 43
Lloyd Memorial Invitational
Tournament
Holmes 55. Henderson Co 42
Muhlenberg South 62 Bourbon Co 52
Logan County/Rusweville
Tournament
Pickett County, Tenn 40. Butler Co 37
Marlon, Ill. Tournament
St Mary 38, Herrin, III 63
Union Co 74. Herrin III. 68
Union Co 77, Thgg Co 70
Red River Classic
Cordia 57. Powell Co. 41
Pyle 54, West Carter 50
Pyle 64, Estill Co 41
Shelby County Invitational
Cr, Withrow, Ohio 64. Lou Atherton 63
Cooper 55. S Central (Hamson), Ind
45
Frankfort 65, Australian Travel Team 59
Wayne County Classic
Lou. Eastem 42, Baylor Tenn 33
Pulaski Co 73, George Carver Tenn
61
Pulaski Co 57, Casey Co. 46
Russell Co. 59, Rockcastle Co 39
Shelby Co 66, Lou. Butler 54
Westvlew Tournament, Tenn.
Fulton Co 60. Perry County. Tenn 48

solation championship at noon
today.
"I don't know a whole kit:
about them," Greene said."We try .
to focus on what we are going to
do. If we do what we thing we can
do, we can put ourselves in a position to win."
9 Y

8840.40416Thwtetrer
Powarlouy
ccekictur tow -608 Main ft.. 733-5842

TV, radio
TODAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
11 a.m
ESPN — Armed Forces Bowl. Houston
vs Air Force. at Foil Worth, Texas
1 p.m.
CBS — Sun Bowl, Oregon St vs
Pittsburgh, at El Paso. Texas
2:30 p.m.
ESPN — Music City Bowl, Boston
College vs Vanderbilt. at Nashville.
Tenn
6:30 p.m.
ESPN — Chick-Fit-A Bowl. LSU vs
Georgia Tech, at Atlanta
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN2 — Northwestern at Penn St.
1 p.m.
ESPN2 — Wisconsin at Michigan
3 p.m.
ESPN2 — Loyola. Md at Duke
5 p.m.
ESPN2 — UNLV at Louisville
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Notre Dame at DePaul
9 p.m.
ESPN2 -- North Carolina at Nevada
NBA BASKETBALL
1 p.m.
WGN —
4' Chicago
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DEIAIXE MODELS

CoMpare
Quality and
4
Value Deluxe it
Models I

Completely Erected. including Concrete Floors Not Pre-Fab,
Carpem'er ttulk AC Otta!ity Materials

2 Car Vinyl Siding Garage irodooling Coitscreit

.....

'7,975

Starting Ar

gun fttg
Jo' Pre Fobs.
Carpenter Bunt
Prefirssiortal
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Garages Aa
v Habit
Plus Off Level Lot - Larger She Garage

MIOf NIIRMA/ SIICIALLDIFEATSSES
• Glass in overhead doors & welk-in doors • Extra wall height • Any roof pitch you require • Trusses with storage
• Extra Windows • Ext's Doors Concrete Driveways and Aprons • Breezeway • Available wall coverings, vinyl, wood.
masontte, brick, metal. or stone • Plus many more design your own custom built building.

270-674-5530 or
Toll Free 1-Bliiii-852 3451
Melbier, KY *wird w-bbgarages.cons
Family Chinned & Operated
Committed to Quatir) and fuctowier Itattisfactiles

We Offer You. Free Estimates, References and Location
of Garages in your Area and Written Warranty
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL+

Quality Workmanship • Quality Material
Built By Experienced Craftsmen
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to Ulm*
the first Insertion of their ads tor any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible tor only one incorrect
insertion Airy error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC,

PLAINTIFF

,IPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NA.,

ERIC R. PAYTON, MCA ERIC
PAYTON, TAI3ATHA L PAYTON.

PAUL L PATTERSON,A/KJA PAUL PATTERSON,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY - FINANCE
AND ADMINISTRATION CABINET, DEFENDANTS

Commencing at a stake in the N C. and St. L. Railway Company right of way on
the North side of Mason's Croming; thence in a Northerly direction along the
right of way of the ailf." and St. L Railway Company for a distance of 253 feet to
on iron stake at the point of beginning; thence, in a Westerly direction for a distance of 360 feet to an iron stake in the right of way of the Hazel and Murray
Highway Highway No. 641), thence, in a Northerly direction along the right of
way of the Hazel and Murray Highway (Highway 6411 for a distance of 110 feet
iii an iron stake; thence in an Easterly direction for a diatanco of 360 feet to an
iron Make in the right of way of the N.C. and St. L. Railway Company; thence in
a Southerly direction along the N.C. and St L. Railway Company right of way
for a distance of 110 feet to the point of beginning.
Except any intermit in the coal, oil, gas and other nunerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
'rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Paul L. Patterson by deed
dated June 5, 2006, of record in Book 647. Page 490, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days. but .f sold on a credit of thirty 1301 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third J 1/31 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety. hearing interest at 123 per annum from the date of
sale until paid and fully due and payable within thirty daya A hen shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
he ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold imbect to the current ad valorem taxes
.
111iis 5th day of December, 2008.
Rispectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
"taster Commissioner
t7alloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-47I-00430
PLAINTIFF,

The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company,
National Association, f/kia The Bank of New York
Trust Company, NA,as Successor to JPMorgan
Chase Bank N A as Trustee,

PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway (ireiht
Court on November 10, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $82,264 34, I shall proceed to offer for
vale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Wednesday. January 7. 2009. ai the
hour of 10,00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 4507 Kaitaey
Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows
tract of land located in the Southeast Quarter of Section 23, Tawnahip 3.
Range 3 East, and more particularly described as follows

A

litigant-ling at a point in the centerline of Kentucky Highway 299 and at the
Northeast corner of a tract of land now owned by Bob Dodson, thence, West al)
to a stake; thence North 158' to a stake, thence East 189 to the centerline of
said highway: thence South and along the centerline of said Highway 1524 Si the
point of beginning.
There is excluded from this deed any right of way heretofore conveyed to the
State of Kentucky
This property is subject to all previously conveyed right-of-ways and easements
Grantors reserve a permanent right of way easement over the driveway located
on the North edge of said property, said driveway to be used for transporting
farm machinery from Kentucky Highway 299 to Grantors'farm located North
and West of the property herein described Easement as described in premousi
deeds of record
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Eric R. Payton et us , by deed from Billy
D. Sheridan. et ux., dated January 30, 2007, of record in Deed Book 679, Page
739, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 130
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 1301 days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third i1/31of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold sub,
ject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 5th day of December, 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

:•:
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-47I-00342

i'llASE HOME FINANCE, LLC,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 10, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $124,043 80, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Wednesday, January 7, 2009. at the
hour of 10.00 am , local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with it, address being 10243 State Route
94 E, Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows
Beginning at a concrete corner In the East right-of-way line of Kentucky
Highway No 94 la 60 ft road also known as Eggner's Ferry Road), said concrete
corner being 2031 58 feet in a Northerly direction along the East right-of-way
tine from the Northeast corner of the intersection of Ky Highway 94 and Spoon
Grove Road la 30 ft road also known as Turner Road or RH-1023i,
thence, with fence line, South 4 deg. 01 minutes East :485.50 feet to the
Northeast corner of the tract owned by Mary Elizabeth Caldwell Robinson.
thence, in a northwesterly direction Ibeing approximately 263 feet along a line
approximately North 50 degrees West1 to a point in the East line of Kentucky
Highway No 94 at a point 282 79 feet in a Southerly direction from the concrete
cir which is point of beginning,
thence, North 40 deg 11 minutes East 282 79 feet to the point of beginning
subject to all restnctions, conditions and covenants and to all legal highways
and easement*
Being the same property conveyed to Earl Rogers and wife, Melanie Rogers, by
deed from Donald Eugene Robinson, et at dated January 6. 2004, of record in
Book 569. Page 242 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court_
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 1301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 30p days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner the sum of ten percent 110%) of the bid amount and execute
bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fulls due and payable within
thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commisaioner. but
the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxer,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 10, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $67,517 04. I shall proceed to ,ffer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Wednesday January 7, 2009, at the
hour of 10 00 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky with its address being 7112 Sviomon•
Street Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly demnbed an follow.
Sixty feet off the East of Lot No. 20 in Clubmew Heights Subdivision i,i the City
of Murray. Kentucky, as shown by plat in Deed Book 65, Pug.. 545, in the office
of the Calloway County Court
This Lot is 60 feet East and West by 140 feet North and 'moth
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other mineral), underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coat int gas and other minerals, if any
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Crystal Candield by deed
from Lou Vena McGary-Hitzler, et vir , dated October I, 2007, of nosed in Book
716 Page 545, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on ,a cash or credit basis iit thirty 311,
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30i days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third 11/31 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 12', per annum from the date of
sale until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien ,hall he
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the pniperty shall be mild sub.
aect to the current ad salorem taxes
This 5th day of December. 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Come see our classified ads online!
www.murrayledger.com

L

Beginning at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land, said
point being a trit rebar set 30.00 feet north of the centerline of Highway 94 and
2.5 00 feet went of the centerline of Jones-Sparkman Road:
Thence, South 73 deg 15 42" west. 141 39 feet with the north side of Highway
(44 tea #4 rebar set at the southwest corner of the herein described tract of land
Thence. North 00 deg 49 02" West - 173 16 feet with the Eugene Moore East
Property Line, Deed Book 160, Card 362, to a *4 mbar net at the northwest cog
oer of the herein described tract of land;
Thence. North 88 deg, 34' 47" east- 1.36 15 feet with the Dillard Hicks South
'roperty Line, Deed Book 168, Card 1350 to a a4 rebar set at the northeast corer of the herein described tract of land,
Thence, South 00 deg 43 55" east - 135 81 feet with the wet side ofJonesSparkman Road to the point of beginning
The property

18

subject to all previously conveyed easements and right-of-ways

Note The acreage indicated in this legal description is solely for the purpose of
identifying said tract and 18 not to be construed as to insuring the quantity of
land
Being the same property conveyed to Floyd Turley and wife, Candice Turley, by
Iced from Jerry West, et ox dated November 29, 2005, of record in Book 628,
Page 39. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty i30
days. but if sold on a credit of thirty )30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
he Commissioner one-third I 1/31 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
-sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
he ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes

060

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS.

A11483 acre tract more or less, of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Service. of Murray, Kentucky, September 1993, located at the intersection of
Highway 94 and Jones-Sparkman Road approximately 7 miles west of the inter
section el Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway County
Kent.ky and being more particularly described as follows

and click on the classified link.

All line ads

Nelp *mad

PLAINTIFF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

PLAINTIFF,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 10, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $88,622 03, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouae door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Wednesday, January 7, 2009, at the
hour of 10,00 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 6738 State Route
94 West, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows

This 5th day of December. 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
l'alloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-C1-00333

CRYSTAL CAMFIELD,

This 5th day of December, 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

LcIal
Nebo,

CANDICE TURLEY, FLOYD TURLEY,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway circuit
Court on November 24, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $78,918 34 I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Wednesday, January 7, 2009, at the
hour of 10,00 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following described property
ocated in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its addreas being 6853 U S
Highway 641 South, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described
as follows'

EARL ROGERS, MELANIE ROGERS,

010

010
Logi
Nolo,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

Deutsche Bank National Company, as Trustee for the
Certificateholders of Morgan Stanley ABS Capital Inc., Trust
2004-NC2 do Countrywide Home Loans, Inc
7105 Corporate Dnve, Plano, TX 75024,

010
Lowl
Nola

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-CI-00353

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No, 08-CI-00441
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TEXAS HOLD 'EM
TOURNEY
Saturday, January 17,
2009
Knights of ColumbusMurray KY
270-752-3333
5100 Buyin/S2500 1st
Place/Top 10 Raid
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
do
inaccuracies
occur Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times nor any of its
employees
accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
aCtivitieS

IMMEDIATE
OPEN
NGS. full-time. training
provided, must be
dependable,
pay
hourly rate and bonuses Apply in person
Signmasters, 8503 US
Hwy 68 Easi. Benton
(Fairdealing)

our websitefor tree!

Give a gift subscription to the
÷
*

*

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES *:

I Home Delivery I
I 3 mo.
3
I 6 mo.
6
I 1 yr.

Rest of KilfIN

Local mail

I

All Other Mali
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 me.
6 wo.
$96.00
1 yr..-....-

I 3
6 me.
1

$90.00

I Check

Money Order

Nolp WIntsd

SPEEDWAY
at
5
points is now hiring
,nanagement
stall
Lompetitive salary and
benefits Apply at 801
Coldwater Rd

:

HICIIILLINDAY 1 ,
* Sournom *

I Plsrves,5 Ruchsiun

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

our paper
tare posted on

'* * 111C01111 * *

I
LOST 2001 Ford
Ranger, gold
12701328-8321 2939114

placed in

Visa

Ntl•

Name__
I St. Address
1
City
1
"
I State

Zip

I
Daytime Ph
I
Mail this coupon with payment ti,
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(Sr call 12701 753-1916
I.

a

CLASSIFIEDS

4('• Wednesday. December 31, 2008

Marra) Ledger & Times
••

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

r-11U11- ,
111=m
PASCHALL TRUCKIX1165.INC.

OFFICE. CLERICAL,
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
OPPORTUNITIES
Consistent with its ongoing growth. PTL Is
seeking enthusiastic, career minded inalividuats to till positions in several areas within the
Murray corporate headquarters in entry to
intermediate level. full-time positions. Past
exposure to the transportation industry is a
plus, but, not required. Applicants with computer(Word & Excel) and telephone skills and
experience in customer service, accounting,
ancUor marketing are preferred. Most positions
require attention to detail and ability to work
ith management and decision makers.
Successful employees typically demonstrate a
strohg work ethic complemented by superior
organizational. written and verbal communicanon, and analytical skills. We offer a competitive compensation and benefits package,
Submit resume to.
Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Bus 1889
Murray, KY 42071

Please send professional resume, salary
history
and salary requirements to
Matthew
Martin, CPRP 900
Payne Street, Murray
KY 42071 Complete
job description available at www murrayparks org

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

An Equal Opportunil) Employ',
ANTIQUES

1505 Diugutd Drive • MUrta), KY 42071

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS'

—OWNER Finance—
No credit check
private
Singlewide
country setting close to
lake. 213 Primrose,
New Conccrd, KY
$1,500
$34,900..
down. Call Ruttie 270753-2222.
Names For Rent

The City of Murray has the following fob
epportunity
POSITION

Accounting Clerk

Finance

School
High
DiPlOma or equivalent supplemented by two
years related work expenence.

Educational Requirements:

POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME
EMPLOYMENT
City et Murray benefit pacxage includes health
insurance, life insurance, stale retirement plan,
wellness plan, sick, vacation and personal

USED motor oil pickup. Drum exchange,
270-436-2215
150
Midis
FOr SON
FIREWOOD
24e-

Deadline for accepting applications 5:00 p.m.
2009.
7.
January
Wednesday.
Drug screening will be required of successful
applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity
Employe,

-Clinical Associate Positions: Full and Part
time positions to assist in the care of individuals
with developmental disabilities Positions may
be 'expected to work days. evenings, nights,
weekends or holidays depending on the specilied program need. Successful job performance
can' lead to full time position eligibility with very
Competitive benefits. Minimum Qualifications:
'High School diploma or GED: experience working with challenging individuals preferred: must
have a valid Kentucky Dnving License; and be
able to pass certain background checks.
Minimum salary: $8.11 per hour, but higher if the
candidate had relevant experience. SEND
RESUME TO: Arne Thurman, Vice President for
Human Resource, Four Rivers Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway. Suite 201 Paducah KY
42001. Open until filled. EOE

293-

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledgercom.
sou will be redirected
to mbnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the phinetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listing, Thank you
PHYSICIANS:
Hospital In

Murray,

Kentucky has vacancies for physicians in
primary medical care
areas including Family
Pediatric.
Practice,
Internal
medicine.
Psychiatry, and in specialty medical care
inclu.' ^g
areas
Pulmonary. Neurc y.
Non-invaeive
Cardiology.
Orthopaedic Surgery,
and Urology Duties
examining,
include
diagnosing and treating patients Must take

calls BC/BE. Medical
equiv.,
or
degree
medical
Kentucky
license required. Full
competitive
time,
salary and benefits
Resume or CV to Keith
Travis, VP of Physician
Recruitment, MurrayCounty
Calloway
Hospital, 803 Poplar
Murray.
Street,
Kentucky 42071 or to
ktravis murrayhosialtal.org. EOE
SPORTS Coordinator
Murray -Calloway
Parks
County
Department
Under general supervision of the Director of
Parks and Recreation.
plan, organize. coordinate and direct diverse
communay-wide athletic and recreational programs for youth and
Select, train
adults
and supervise parttime and volunteer
staff, instruct coaches
and officials on techniques, rules, and regulations and serve as
a liaison to the recreation community to
promote goodwill for
and
Parks
the
Recreation
Department

aMily
Pictorial
HistOry.#00ks,
now available for
• Christrnas. "
• Cuiritatl
759.-493d
Jr 75,3-2isi
SONY Flat Panel TV's

Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
senes. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
surround
custom
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action.
Telephone
Electronics. Inc , corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.
SQUARE bale
$4.00. 753-0313

1 Bedroom apartment
Clean and nice All
appliances including
W/D. No pets
(270)436-2524 Cell
(270)293-6906
1 BR apt, venous loacations. Coleman RE.
M0VA in free days
753-9898

days.

Job apotications and full lob descnptions for the
above listed position are available at the City
Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N. 5th
Street, Murray. Kentucky 42071. If you have
questions concerning this position, please
contact Me Human Resources Department at
170-762-033C ext. 103 Applications can be
HYPERLINK
at
on-line
obtained
"http://vesew murrayky.gov" vovw murrayky.gov
and then mailed to 104 N. 5th Street, Murray,
Please provide a resume.
42071.
KY

32C

1 & 2 bedroom Apts
available Walk
to
MSU. Laundry onsde,
Apts,
Farm
College
978 1123

Overview of Duties: Performs accounting
duties to include, but not limited to accounts
pavable payroll, and interdepartmental billing
Department

NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

hay.

$100,
TREADMILL
nice wood king bed
$300. kitchen wood
table & chairs $100
753-4811, 293-4811.

1 BR. 1 BA all appliances $350 monthly
53-4219
OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1800 Ridgewood- 213R,
1.50A, large closets,
$550
carport,
per month. Lease and
deposit required No
pets. 767-0884,
226-9566.

2 BR, 2 BA apartment.
$500 per month. No
Pets, 293-5423.
2 BR, 2 BA. No pets.
2209 Barnbt Ln .
270-841-5653
270-376-2746
2BR 2 bath. 2 blocks
from MSU, w/d hookup, no pets $395 per
deposit
&
month
References required.
759-3050 or 492-8069
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Vanous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

3 BR, newly remodeled, C/H/A, no pets
ocated on campus
behind Bradley Book
Co. $600 per month for
two $675 for three
270-293-3710.
270-2934602
3BR. 2BA duplex,
appliances furnished.
nice, 50 Welch Dr.
$495,00 deposrt.
2BR, 2BA townhouse,
appliances furnished.
$475 00 deposit.
(2701345-2777
BR. 2 BA all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

4

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.

We sell new &
used rurniture at
great deals
(270) 761-7653
TOP quality
consignment furniture.
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors

603 Main St
753-6361

FIREWOOD
Oak & Hickory
(618)841-0635
FIREWOOD
December Special
Buy 5 ncks get 1 free
489-2839 or 293-8012

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

na
Portion% For ANS

BRAND new one bedroom in Hazel, Ali new
appliances provided
including w/d Super
nice with large deck
Water, sewer, trash
and all electric includplus
$550imo
ed
deposit. No lease
required. No smoking
within and no pets.
270-492-8211
1 BR, PET FREE AND
SMOKE FREE. NEAR
ONE
HOSPITAL,
YEAR LEASE. HARDFLOORS.
WOOD
$325
226-8006
SMALL 1 BR apt
Available Dec 3rd
Water paid $265 per
month No pets One
person only 753-5980

%ton., lodpr & Towe• Fair
I-lour-ins Ad Notice
ertbed herein
All real edate
sutwo to the Federal Fall
I 401,IIIV Alt w hall make, it
dleltal to ad‘ernse are referent.. limitation Of dr,11111111rale
t10,1 bawd on ra,
handwap ianrthai .1...
ins or nafunal ‘irigrn or intention h.• mar an, •Util prefer'
enom dant ae. or diwnrnina
tate
State law, forbad diwnminanon
in the .ale rental or ads erteang
ot real rtale bard on factor, in
addition to :how protected
under federal be
Vie will know ingl, accept air
adt erti,ing ice real esui, elle+
not at ,xilationorthe law All
per,en, are herebs stormed
advvnised are
that ail
availabk- on an equal oprortu•

further asseaance with Fair
.Advertoang rtsjuirernents, ,ontact NA.k Counsel
Kerr Warn 17111f-4n-11M

For

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls

apt
studio
Large
above Bradley Book
Cc on campus, newly
1303
remodeled
Street
Chestnut
$67e/m0
Includes
water and sewage
(270)293-3710.

0••041

VT

440
Lots For Sale

NICE 26R Duplex
apt. Northwood Dr.
$475.00/mo. 753-5992

COMMERCIAL tot
80x225, access on 3
sides 753-3917

Si

,R-
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-761-LAND 02619

—eelProp For Rent

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905,
293-1480
Retail Store in Hazel
2500 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch
Really nice' Great for
antiques, restaurant,
retail, etc
270-492-8211

NOW renting several
exceptionally nice.
large 1 bedrooms,
unfurnished ($350)
and newly constructed
($375 includes
microwave). All appliances including washer, dryer, and dishwasher. Availabildies in
December and
January. 759-5885 or
293-7085

Small offices and
office suites available.
Adjacent to MSU
$200 and up. Including
utilities, restrooms,
kitchen, conference
room & more Century
21 Barger RE
270-247-2421.
Pets& Supplies
AKC registered
Bloodhound puppies
$350 270-748-5427
DOG Obedience
436-2858
MALTESE CKC,10
, female. $400
(270)227-7 29

I

-160
homes For Sais

**OWNER Finance**
No Credit Check.
newly
1BA
3BR.
remodelee, quiet country setting, close to
lake. 127 Tearose,
New
Concord.
$59,900. $1,950 down
Ca!! %elle
270-753-2222.
BENTON Country
Club
new construction.
3BR, 2BA, WWW.whiteslonecontractors.com.
703-7308
NEW Construction
Campbell Estate
4BR. 2BA, many features QUALITY BUILT
HOME AT A GREAT
PRICE. Call for appt.
293-9747 753-3966.

New 2.4
Bedroom homes
in Rivertleid
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872

Nouns For Rent
2 or 3 BR nouses near
Murray.
downtown
753-4109
2BR, 1BA, attached
garage. C/H/A. appliances, fireplace, laundry room 1/2mile from
$600/month.
MSU.
753-9212
3 BR, C/H/A, newly
remodeled, no pets.
1116 Fairlane. $750
per month. 293-3710,
293-4602

HAY for sale
Rye/ Timothy/ Org. Gr.
Sm. sq. bales $3.00
753-1287
Horse Hay
$3 50 per bale
Clean grass hay,
slightly over ripe
(270) 559-1900
Leave message
-a

Owner financing available 1704 Melrose.
24hr recorded information. 800 986-2789-ext
2031. cebhomescom
Direct line
270-804-1655
We Buy
Houses!
Faint Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME
761HONTE.COM

Oflefed

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 nom am=
Res., Corn,. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
A TO B MOVING
Local and
long distance

nice

Public Sale

(270) 705-4156
ALL Carpentry
Construction
Homes -Remodeling
• Decks *Screened
Porches *Garages
•Rotten
*Sagging
Floors •Termite
Damage •Horne &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ATTIC Insulation blown
in. Start saving energy
cost now. Damn
293-1924.
BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

Auto Parts
(270) 227-9212

3BR. IBA with garage.
C/H/A in Hazel $550
per month plus last
security
&
month
References required
978-7441

CHAVIS REAL
ESTATE & AUCTION
' Acooder.tio,0.1
t27.0r.76.1 te.0.1
'i2/0) 105.4470
um,

USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Cull/5344906

3BR. 2BA, garage,
newly remodeled. near
Hazel No pets. good
references a must
$500 monthly plus
depose.
(770)461-1605

90-GAL fuel tank
witool-box, 20k. 5th
wheel & gooseneck
comb Super duty tow
bar, full rear flap. Ig
alum aero wing
293-5286

4BR, 1BA adjacent to
MSU $700/mo plus
depose 436-5085

490
Used Cars
LIAS
99 Chrysler
white, power sunroof,
heated leather seats,
garage kept, like new
condition, 129k miles,
$5.250 obo 759-1565
or 210-2533

Rotes
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

95 Toyota Camry LE.
53,800 (270)492-8614

All sizes to
fit your needs
!heated by
Flow radio station

BpeaRpiaUnitSrisnHg

r
s8me,s
m
1,2
a
2.2
H
-n
436

Complete
Handyman &
home repairs
for all home
Improvements.
(270)994-5579

FREE
miaLopkai
A opharke,h3 Oin
Saloeiii W.I.:, Si
Scrap Metal - Mower, bilr.
Falm Eciwbrieni t,i, El.itle. •

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured
489-2839.
Tree
YEARRY'S
Free estiService
mates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

NEON BEACH
MININSTORAGE

•
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 2270611

F

eorkff OMER
NMIZ
MNO

aric eiza house '
(i'
$129 or was
iariveed tvne only

1

I

(270) 2934170

'Now Have
Climate Control

7534853

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH

.CALL 753-19I•

ri

\

\

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
1759-1151 • 293-2183

293-2784

I

tl

I

3301 St. Rt 121N.

753.4087
• 291-122
Iti,plas How. s

JOE'S JOBS
'cii all l'ii"mi-rs'l ii .10
k
..11 ti
1, \tit A:)
s+cillot h

753-4344 • 227-5644

JONES
ROOFING
-4.ensonea__
•P'ee-e 7trrlates,
i703-:293-.0354
:4270)753-0355
MARK HACKEL 0
MASONRY
• Stone • Bnc.
• Block Foundattons
We work all seasons
25 years experience
(270)832-0007
(270)623-6456
ML Garage Doors
Installation. repair and
maintenance for residential and commercial
door and openers
Including dock levelers
and dock plates Cale.
270-293-2357

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
/rater Damaged
Braces & Firer Joists
k
Berner,/
/Ali
"as'.'

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibii-:
ity whatsoever for their
activities

Calhoon Construction,tic
FREE
Licensed
FREE
Estimates and Insured EStiznatps

*All Size Units
Availabie

a

au
W,„

u

Call Brian et

410

NFoh ksci,
4 3r
,
lems•0

is

R." :CASINI
-115- JAMES
cri

•Kes-iJential aim lams
*Case:tracer:ye itakvs7
•Licenseal Ks sn4 Term

3 BR. very
Coleman RE.
753-9898

r:

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
s A Must'
2vm
tter
o
l.e
27
aiBank
te
t 1;;;;
U.

LARGE, very nice 2
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath
townhouse with all
appliances including
microwave and washer & dryer. $495/mo
(270)759-5885 or
(270)293-7085.

1BR & 2BR apartments
available. Great location 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
1BR Bock. Carport, no
pets. $335.00/mo.
293-6070

Roman

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Conner of t21 1.. & Glendale.
10X10 425 10x15$411
(270)436-2524
(27012934906

a N.murraykyapartments.com

753-3633
paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

The Late James "Pee" Hutchison
Naar Hickman, Kentucky
From Hickman, Take Hwy 94 East 3 Wise From The Jet OM
Hwy 239 i Hey 94 Al Cayce, KY Take Hwy 94 West 5.5 Milos_
5760 ttsni 94 Yeast, HIclunen KY
15 Miles North Of Union City,TN
_
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Power
• JO
Cued
7800
JD
TRACTORS- SPRAYER
4,55 Quail Range • IH 1466 4 Post -Shifting Problems'
Maros 220 Coupe, 2400 Hours
COMBINE 4 HEADS: Case lel 1680 veRr Ast. Specialty
Rotor • Case IH 1020- 30' Platlorm • Case 1H 1083 '8
Row 30 Corn Head • Killbros Header Trailer
TRUCKS-TRAILERS '90 Volvo Day Cab Road Tractor 9
Speed. Teen Screw • '01 CPS 36' Hopper Bottom Grain
Trailer • '86 Chevy 1 Ton Flat • '70 Chevy Gram Truck
witHoisITail Gate Brush FM Auger
'07 GMC Sierra Four Door Quad Cab 4x4 Pickup.
Only 6,500 Milos!-Same As Nor'
EQUIPMENT Kenzie 12 Row .30' Fruit Fold Planter- JO
750 All Till 15' DM! •IH 8 Row Tool 8ar Planter • Like New
1000 Gallon Poly 2 Axle Bumper Hach Water Trailer
by/Pacer Purnp,5 5 HP Motor waend Ur*• 1500 Gal Poly
Tanks On A Single Axle 30 Semi Trailer • Like New 2 Axle
16' Bumper Hitch Trailer • Kelbros 800 Grain Buggy •
Unverlert 28' Rolling Harrow il • Landoll 15' Hyd Flat Fold
Tread • 18 490 Disc 21 • Case 23' Hyd Wing Fold Disc •
Krause 19' Hyd Fold Disc • Dunham 25 Hyd Flat Fold
Cultmulcher • JD 534 Front Blade 9' • Midland 5 Shane
V Ripper • Int 13 line Chisel Plow • Bush Hog 2510 3 P1
10' Cutter • 10 & 12' Cultenulcher Rollers • Merles 13 3P1
Drill • Augers And Morel'
Corns Prepared To Find More .. Neighbors Consigning!
If You Have Equipment To Sell Auction Reps
Will Bs On Thu Farm Friday, Jan 2nd
Front 9:00 AM To 3:00 PM For Cheek In!
For info On The Equipment Contact
Richard Hutctilson (Son) At
731-335-5944 Cell Or 731-479-9107 Horne

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
1270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Properta, Mainaitwoltwara /LC

Call Larry

CASH

Saturday, Jan. 3rd - 10:00 A.M.

(270) 443-6737

360
[Sloe

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Hear arid Air
Accepting Applications

)

Zero down, easy financing'

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

270
Mobil Homes FOr Silt

ff

(AdU.11..3r4C,C1[41:1011ftif

or have family land!
in
College degree
Parks and Recreation
or closeiy related held
minimum
and
2-3
years proven successin
expenence
ful
administering
pro
athletic:recreation
gramming, or any combination of education
training. and experience providing the necknowledge,
essary
skills, and abilities to
perform essential lob
functions

11•1, II V RN id..
r..,., 4, -..,
7rem-.
i;GrUirikErofili,
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(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land

Additions, Drywall. Painting. Windows
Rooting, Decks, Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs
Qffice: 270-761-6790,
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

a
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LookingBack
. 10 years ago
The Angels Communitv Clinic. located on Poplar Street. Murray', a new clinic for the working
pool, has not only gained a name,
but • a list of medical personnel
willing to lend a hand is marvelous.
Births reported include a girl
to:Ainy and Jeremy Rose,
Dec24.
In the Martin Lions Club High
School Basketball Tournament at
Martin, Tenn.. Calloway County
High School Lakers won 53-46 over
Paragould, Ark., and Murray High
School Lady Tigers won 50-49
over Carlisle County ('omets.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Katherine Ray of Murray with one of
her dolls from her collection that
she uses to decorate her Christmas Tree each year.
Murray High School Tigers lost
76-62 to Russellville in the Christian County Christmas Basketball
Tournament at Hopkinsville. James
Payne was high scorer for Murray.
Mr. and Mrs Calton Morgan
were married for 60 years Dec.
27.
Births reported include a boy
to Pamela and Richard Chilcutt,
a girl to Tern and Learlyn Martin and a boy to Penny and Anthony Wallace, Dec. 27.
30 years ago
Members of the Calloway County Fire Rescue Squad have dedicated their new fire truck to Roxie
lodes of Murray in memory of
heChusband, the late Preston Jones.
foitner member of the Murray Post
Office staff.
. Calloway County High School
Loiters lost 78-76 to South Hopkins at the Caldwell County Invitational Basketball Tournament at
Princeton. Ricky Garland and Stan
Rpshing were high scorers for the
Lgkers.
Serving as officers of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club are Ann Brooks,
chairman: Sue Ann Hutson, vice

chairman; Lois Sparks, secretary;
and Ginny Crihfield, treasurer.
40 years ago
Rev. William M. Porter, minister of First Christian Church, Murray, will appear on the program,
"Accent" on WPSD-TV Channel
6 on Jan. I at 10:30 am.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Terry
were foamed tor 50 years on Nov.
24.
Mrs. Charles Mason Baker
spoke on "The Empty Cup" at a
meeting of the Murray Magazine
Club held at the home of Mrs.
Ralph H. Woods.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
has moved into their newly built
building at 713 South 4th St.,
Murray.. Honors are James Blalock
and James Coleman.
50 years ago
A central high school for the
students of the six Calloway County Schools at Almo, Faxon, Hazel.
Kirksey, Lynn Grove and New Concord is to be built on land, owned
by Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Brooks on
College Farm Road, by the Calloway County Board of Education. Buron Jeffrey, superintendent of the board, said "A $350,000
bond will be sold with no increase
in taxes."
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. L.K. Shields. a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Berard.
60 years ago
On Jan. 1, 1949, Murray Postmaster Harry Sledd said "nearly
all rates except first class mail,
will be raised."
Sales of dark fired tobacco will
open Jan. 3 at the local loose leaf
floors.
Eli Alexander, captain of the
Murray High School football team
and player for five varsity seasons on the Tiger squad, has been
named to the All State Kentucky
High School Football Team,
Rev. George W. Bell is serving as pastor of First Methodist
Church. Murray.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Man's fashion statement draws
derision from family members
DEAR ABBY: My problem is unusual, but I'm hoping if you address it in your
column it
will
help.
I'm a married
man,
confident in
who I am.
who wears
for
skirts
comfort. I
feel skirts
are
more
comfortable
than pants.
By Abigail
which I find
Van Buren
tight,
restrictive and uncomfortable.
I wear skirts around the house,
when I'm out running errands
and when I attend church. My
clergyman has raised no objection to it.
After much research, my
wife and I have concluded
that the only thing against
men wearing skirts is social
pressure, and then only in certain countries -- America being
one of them.
Pants are a relatively new
style of clothing. For thousands of years of recorded
history, men and women both
wore skirts. Then women
fought for and won the right
to wear pants, shorts, whatever they wanted -- which is
great. I believe men should
have the same option. My wife
supports me in this.
Our problem is some family members who disagree have
talked behind our backs. started rumors and turned people
against us with false information. How can I make them
understand that they are entitled to their belief, but that
they shouldn't gossip and cre-

Dear Abby

Todavinilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Dec. 31.
the 366th and final day of 2008.
.,Today's Highlight in History:
7- tin Dec. 31, 1879, Thomas
PalIson first publicly demonstrated'his electric incandescent light
id:Menlo Park, N.J.
;•Dn this date:
;,.In 1775. the British repulsed
an::attack by Continental Army
generals Richard Montgomery and
Benedict Arnold at Quebec; Monte:Jut:wry was killed.
::In 1857, Britain's Queen Victtniji decided to make Ottawa the
capital of Canada.
:;•In 1877, President Rutherford
BALayes and his wife. Lucy. eelcheated their silver anniversary
(030ally, a day late) by re-enactitig• their wedding ceremony in
tik:White House.
;•In 1908. Holocaust survivor
aid Nazi hunter Simon WiesenEt I_ IJ

F3 A E3

thal was born in Buczacs in what
was then Austria-Hungary.
In 1946, President Harry S.
Truman officially proclaimed the
end of hostilities in World War
11.
In 1974, private U.S. citizens
were allowed to buy and own
gold for the first time in more
than 40 years.
In 19'7'8. Taiwanese diplomati
struck their colors for the final
time from the embassy flagpole
in Washington, marking the end
of diplomatic relations with the
U.S.
In 1985, singer Rick Nelson,
45, and six other people were
killed when fire broke out aboard
a DC-3 that was taking the group
to a New Year's Eve performance
in Dallas.
In 1986. 97 people were killed
when fire broke out in the Dupont
Plaza Hotel in San Juan, Puerto
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Rico. (Three hotel workers later
pleaded guilty in connection with
the blaze.)
In 1997, Michael Kennedy, the
39-year-old son of the late Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy, was killed in
a skiing accident on Aspen Mountain in Colorado.
Ten years ago: Europe's leaders proclaimed a new era as 11
nations merged currencies to create the euro, a shared money they
said would boost business, underpin unity and strengthen their role
in world affairs.
Five years ago: A car bomb
ripped through a crowded restaurant hosting a New Year's Eve
party in Baghdad, killing eight
Iraqis.
One year ago: President George
W. Bush signed legislation to allow
state and local governments to cut
investment ties with Sudan because
of the violence in Darfur.
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Constipation responds

to fiber treatment

ate problems for us because I
am not doing anything wrong?
-- JOE IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR JOE: Gossip is the
province of small-minded people. and it is sad that your
relatives have used the fact
that you have chosen to be
different as an opportunity to
spread malicious falsehoods.
As long as you have the
testicular fortitude and shapely enough legs to wear skirts,
then you have my blessing.
Some men's clothing designers have been trying for years
to revive skirts as part of men's
wardrobes.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
healthy and active 45-year-old
female. Due to severe constipation (five to seven days without
a bowel movement), I have had
two colonoscopes over the last
eight years. Each has shown that
my colon is about 2 feet longer
than normal
but is otherwise fine. I
was
diagnosed
with
IBS, and my
gastroenterologist put RIC
on MiraLAX.
I have been
taking it for
eight years
now and eat
fairly
a
healthful diet.
By
Dr. Peter Gott Both seem to
have helped
my constipation. however, once
every few months, I have constipation that will last five to seven
days before I have another bowel
movement. This concerns me, and
I have read about many "bowel
cleansing" solutions. I am reluctant to try these because 1 am
afraid of causing damage or that
these solutions may become habitforming.
Obviously, the liquid phosphate
laxative that I had to take prior
to the colonoscomes sure does
the trick in regards to cleansing,
but that is too nasty and harsh
for me to do even on occasion.
I have tried taking two Senna
tablets, which helps, but it reports
side effects and lazy bowel syndrome. Therefore. I usually only
take it when absolutely needed.
One of your articles referred to
your "colon cocktail." Would you
please share with me your recipe
or other safe, natural. cleansers?
DEAR READER: You appear
to have been correctly diagnosed
as having IBS with constipation

Dr. Gott

•••

DEAR ABBY: A friend of
mine bought me a bathrobe. I
had told her a while ago that
my favorite one had become
old, ragged and faded. I also
mentioned that I'd had a hard
time finding one to replace it
that was lightweight enough
because most are too warm.
When I opened her gift, I
realized that the one she had
bought for me was too heavy.
I went to exchange it for one
in a thinner fabric, but found
nothing I liked, so I selected
some kitchen utensils because
I enjoy cooking and have
cooked for her many times.
The next time I saw her. I
thanked her and explained what
I had done. Now she's upset
with me. She says I have hurt
her feelings, and she's holding
it against me. Was I rude by
exchanging her gift, and if so,
how can I make it better? Her
friendship is important to me.
-- TONY IN ALTOONA

by Jacqueline Blear

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for you cannot come up with a fool- brand-new ideas.
proof plan. Trust your inner SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Friday, Jan. 2, 2009:
You have a lot to deal with this knowledge and sense of direc- ***** Let your imagination.
to dominate. Don't worry about
year. Put your best foot forward, tion. Check out what appears
what others think. A fnend might
be surprising.
and you'll come out ahead. Be
disappoint you. Let go of your:
GEMINI(May 21-Jun. 20)
willing to incorporate different *** Be willing to take a stand expectations more often and
ideas and to walk down a new and not worry so much about accept people as they are.
path. even if it seems a bit scary. others' reactions. Yes. a family SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
You might be surprised by the member or roommate could be 21)
results. Sign up for a course in touchy. What you do or don't do **** Choose to work from
communication, and open up to might not be as important as you home if possible. Even at work,
you dedicate a lot of time to
different styles. If you are sin- might think.
thinking about a real estate or
gle, you could meet someone in CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
can take an personal matter.
the most unanticipated manner. **IF** It you
overview and follow your highly CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
However, this person could
tuned sixth sense, you will be ***** What you say and
bounce out of your life just as fine. How you deal with some- think can make a considerable
quickly. If you are attached, the one could he subject to a radical difference in what others do and
two of you develop a new foun- change.
think. The unexpected runs
through your plans and your day:
dation on which to relate. LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
PISCES always seems interest- **** Much revolves around Your ability to let go and watch
ed in what you think, feel and your attitude, Remember, it is plans evolve in a new direction is
you who chooses to make a big tested.
do.
deal out of an issue or not. A AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
partner is intense and will keep *** Curb a tendency to be
The Stars Show the Kind of
at it until he or she gets his or her possessive. You could be surDay You'H Have: 5-Dynamic; desired reaction.
prised by what comes up for
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
you. In fact, you might want to
I -Difficult
*** Your negativity could be re-iterate what is important to a
impacting other areas of your partner who appears to have
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
life. If a partner or dear fnend closed down. Try imagining what
*** Take your time assessing flips, you might question what it is like to be this person.
a situation before leapino into it. role your attitude had in creating PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
You could be taken aback by all this reaction.
***** You might be taken
the options that might appear. If UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
aback by a partner's or dear
you think a situation through, *** All work and no play might loved one's negativity. What is
you can deal with anothers neg- be difficult to deal with. apparent is that you are not
ativity.
Understand what needs to hap- changing this person. Follow
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
pen in order to move a project your intuition, and don't hesitate
***** Be ready to act, even if forward. Be willing to incorporate to be spontaneous.
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ACROSS
1 Nonrust coating
5 Rome wrecker
8 Classical face
12 Nonstop
13 Chemical suffix
14 Wedding. e.g.
15 None at all
16 Potato st.
17 Mary Kay Oval
18 Pushed ahead
20 Texas tourist
site
21 Followed
24 Acolyte's spot
27 Conceit
28 Santa — winds
31 Paddock
youngster
32 Type of doll
33 Hoax
34 Undergo
decomposition
35 Disposed of
36 Hero sandwich
37 Bahamas resort
39 Furry treedweller
2

3

43 A crowd maybe
46 Andean capital
47 Casual farewell
49 Write up a
speeder
51 Novelist
Bagnold
52 Big Ben
numeral
53 Coastal flyer
54 Just scrapes by
55 News channel
56 Official imprint
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DOWN
1 Kind
of meditation
2 Tsar name
3 Despot
who fiddled
4 Snowflake
5 Kid's classic
6 Kiel conjunction
7 Educational
org
8 Word of mouth
9 "— Zapata"
10 Fermi split it
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11 Late-night host
19 Sense organ
20 Bother
22 Is ahead
23 Poached
edible

do•

10

11

14

16

18

IE

and were given appropriate treatment. You also appear to be
responding well and have made
suitable lifestyle changes to ensure
proper health The only other sag.
gestion I have regarding lifestyle
would be to include daily exercise, as this can also aid digestion and evacuation.
As for the bowel cleanser.. I
am unsure what you have looked
at. Laxatives" Enemas' Fiber supplements?
Fiber supplements are excellent for treatment of occasional
or frequent constipation. They aid
digestion, add bulk to the stool
and allow for easier passage
through the intestine and colon.
The two major types of fiber are
in capsule or pill form and the
drinkable form, which is powder
that is mixed with water or juice
before ingestion. Fiber is a safe,
nonhabit-forming supplement.
.
Laxatives and enemas are both appropnate treatment options for:
occasional constipation. Theyshould not be used for extended:.
periods or on a regular basis, as;
both can be habit-forming ind;
cause damage to the colon. With.
repeated use, the bowel can aletm:
ally "forget" how to function nor- .
mally. leading to constipation.
My colon cocktail is neither•
habit-forming nor damaging. It is
a combination of three foods that,
when combined act, as a mild.
stimulant. Simply' mix equal por-:
tions of applesauce, bran and prune:
juice. The bran adds fiber to the
diet and the applesauce and mimic.
Juice urge the bowel to return t9:
a normal function. One to 2 tablespoons taken daily or as needed;
can provide relief from occasion-.
al or frequent constipation. •
Constipation once every few'
months is not harmful. As' for.
your use of Scans tablets, you
are correct to use them only if
absolutely necessary.
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24 aduvai Go ge
loc
25 London lay
26 Make lace like
granny
28 Just as I
thought,
29 Nitpick
30 Irving or
Lowell
32 Narrow inlet
33 Riverheads
35 Single-strand
molecule
3€ Disdainful
snort
38 Bierstube
order
39 MOMA artist
40 Piglet plea
41 Mane's friend
42 Boys
44 Emerald Isle
45 Long-active
volcano
47 Razor brand
48 — and yang
50 Electric fish
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Computer program helping
police track stolen property
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
computer program is helping
western Kentucky police track
down stolen property that's been
sold to pawn shops.
Paducah's five pawn shops
submit records of transactions.
including serial numbers of
items bought or pawned, into a
system at leadsonline.com.
Police can compare the items to
a national database of stolen
merchandise.
Police can use the program to
determine if stolen merchandise
is being offered for sale at pawn
shops in Kentucky or any neighboring state if the owner has
recorded product serial numbers.
"This is very handy since a lot

of(thieves) know were going to
check pawn shops here," Connie
Waldridge. clencal specialist in
the police department's criminal
investigations division, told The
Paducah Sun.
Police can also find out what
local residents have pawned
recently, since people must submit their driver's license numbers to sell to the shops. The
program includes digital pictures, addresses, birth dates and
driver's license numbers of those
pawning items.
The program has helped solve
four cases since it was implemented last month. Waldridge
said.
It costs the department $3,000
annually, Waldridge said, but

police determined that the time
spent to pick up and compare
pawn shops' paper records was
costing more than $4,000.
"I would (previously) look
through each page by hand, trying to find each item."
Waldridge said.
The system is free for pawn
shop owners.
Tyler Cryts, owner of Cash
Express Pawn, likes the easy-to
use program, he said. It has also
helped to improve the reputation
of pawn shops. Cryts said.
"Nobody likes to ever take
anything that was stolen or have
things stolen and not be able to
find them." Cryts said. "Years
ago pawn shops were known for
that kind of stuff."

LBL plans to
mark National
Winter Trail Day
GOLDEN POND, Ky. - Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area is celebrating National Winter Trails
Day on January 10, 2009.
Trails during winter can differ
drastically from other seasons of
the year. Hikers, bikers, and
horseback riders are able to see
deeper into the woods, making
wildlife viewing much easier.
Add a snowy background to the
landscape and deer, turkey. bobcats, and coyotes become much
easier to spot in the woods and
open lands. The silence of a winter trail setting can also provide
hikers a sense of much-needed
solitude. Bald eagle sightings are
common in the winter months and
migratory birds and waterfowl are
also very active in the early stages
of winter.
When venturing outdoors in
wintertime, visitors should know
the current and expected weather
forecast and dress appropriately in
layers. Hypothermia can take
effect in temperatures over 50
degrees. but typically prolonged
exposure to temperatures below
40 degrees will bring out the
symptoms much sooner, symptoms that include excessive shivering. slurred speech, and paleness in skin color. Be sure to
drink plenty of fluids and eat
foods high in carbohydrates to
stay fueled for the visit. It is
advised to practice proper trail etiquette as well. Let wet, soggy
trails dry out before use and be
aware of tripping hazards under
snow covered paths such as roots
rocks, and limbs.
Visit LBL's Web site at
www.lbl.org and click on "Trip
Planning" for trail updates and
closures.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
in partnership with "Friends of
LBL." to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education.

it

AP

Police Department Detective Division Clerical Specialist Connie Waldndge works with the
leadsonline.com program on her computer in Paducah, Ky. in this undated photo. Police in
western Kentucky are using a computer program to track down stolen property that's been
taken to pawn shops
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USDA office moving
to Mayfield location
PRINCETON, Ky. - The
USDA Rural Development Area
Office in Princeton and the local
office in Paducah will be relocating to 1,000 Commonwealth
Drive, Mayfield, Ky.. 42066,
(270) 247-9525. effective Jan.
19, 2009.
This change is part of a nationwide realignment of offices to
promote efficiency, according to
Kenneth M. Heath, area director
for USDA Rural Development.
The Mayfield office will continue to provide services in all
Rural Development program
areas to citizens in the counties
of Ballard. Caldwell. Calloway.
Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton.
Graves. Hickman, Livingston,
Lyon. McCracken. Marshall and
Trigg.
USDA is an equal opportunity
lender, provider and employer.

Save Now On
Sella Serta Bedding!
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